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Preface

At the start of the project there was merely the problem formulation: "nonlineari
ties in LMS adaptive filters". The way in which to tackle this problem was at that
point unclear. However, the numerous discussions with prof.dr.-ing Butterweck and
dr.A.C. den Brinker originated a general way to approach the problem. A special word
of thanks goes to them. The advantage of not being sure how to approach a problem
is that it leaves much room for own initiative. That gave me the opportunity to do
research on random sequences and the convergence properties of the adaptive filter as
weIl (apart from the initial task to examine the nonlinearities). During the period of
research it turned out that these additional subjects have not yet fully matured in ba
sic adaptive filter theory. Generally I experienced the adaptive filter theory as a puzzle
which was gradually solved; in due time the behaviour of the filter could be fathomed.

Finally I would like to thank the members of the ESP-group for their support and the
many both professional and social conversations I had with them.
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basevectors in an M -dimensional space
error signal
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Summary

In the field of FIR adaptive filters, the LMS algorithm is still very popular despite
the increasing number of more sophisticated algorithms. The major advantage of
the LMS algorithm is its simplicity. lt has a simple construction. Most of the other
algorithms such as RLS and BLMS can be considered as extensions of the LMS al
gorithm. For these reasons it is important to gain insight in the algorithms behaviour.

The "error signaI" of the adaptive filter whieh is used to control the filter coeffi
cients, contains all relevant information of the adaptive filter. In this report, we will
examine some properties of this signal. Previously, this "error signaI" was mainly
considered in a pure stochastic way (see [1,28-36]). However, when the "error signaI"
is evaluated in a more general, deterministic way it turns out that the "input signaI"
and the "error signaI" have a nonlinear relationship. To be able to examine these non
linearities in a mathematical way, the adaptive filter is considered a blaek box. The
relationship between "input signaI" and "error signaI" can be modelled by means of a
differenee equation. In this model, we make use of a first-order approximation of the
differenee equation. This approximation is only valid for small signaIs, but enables us
to derive the essential nonlinear properties. The difference equation is then simulated
and calculated for partially deterministic signaIs. The main objective of this report
is therefore to derive the most significant nonlinear properties of the LMS algorithm
and be able to define situations where to be careful when choosing a type of input
signal.

The behaviour of the blaek box is eompletely described by the statisties of the "input
signaI" . These statistics are eontained in the autocorrelation matrix of the "input
signaI" whieh properties therefore will be examined thoroughly. The only free pa
rameter of the black box is the number of taps that is used for the FIR filter. The
convergence problem is reviewed; which conditions have to be imposed on the "input
signaI" to ensure convergence in the mean(-squared) sense of the filter coefficients?
In order to perform simulations, a robust random number generater whieh can be
used to generate independent random number sequences is presented together with a
check of its degree of randomness. This random generator can be used for all kinds
of applieations.
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1 Introduction

In the field of digital filters, adaptive filters occupy a special place. As a consequence
of their f1exibility they are used in a broad area of applications (see [1,2,35]). A general
representation of the adaptive filter is depicted in Fig. 1.

desired
signal

input
signal

error
signal

control
signal

Figure 1: General representation of an adaptive filter

An adaptive filter F tries to mimic the "desired signai" as far as it is correlated
with the "input signai" . In this way e.g. an inconvenient echo can be cancelled. In
this report we assume that the corre1ation between the "input signaI" and the "desired
signaI" can be described by way of a linear transversal filter with impulse response
hk • The filter F is a transversal filter with variabIe coefficients. Since the filter with
impulse response hk often is unknown and can be time-variant [38], the adaptive filter
needs a "control signai" which contains the information of how its coefficients should
vary. The "error signaI" , which is the difference between the "desired signal" and
the filters "output signaI" is used as the "control signaI" . The "Least-Mean-Square"
(LMS) algorithm, translates the "control signaI" into the optimal coefficients which
occur when the mean-squared "error signal" is minimal. The coefficients then satisfy
the "Wiener solution". Depending on the application aspecific signal in Fig. 1 can
be used. In the field of "process identification" the coefficients of the filter F are used
because they are a representation of the unknown system. Another class of applica
tions is "Interference cancellation" . A representative example is the communication
of an aeroplane with flight control depicted in Fig. 2.

The signalof interest is the "error signal" which should only contain the pilots
voice. However, the "desired signal" contains both the pilots voice and the motor
sound which propagates through the cockpit and interferes with the pilots voice.
Using the motor sound as "input signal", the adaptive filter duplicates the "desired
signal" as far as it is correlated with the "input signaI" . This results in the reception
of the pilots voice which is a/most free of interference. In this report the adaptive
filter will be used as an interference cancelIer.

1
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Figure 2: The communication of a pilot with flight-control
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2 Adaptive filtering theory

In this section it is explained how, and under which conditions the adaptive filter
operates. Then some tools are presented for use in the following sections. Finally the
LMS algorithm, which is used in this report is derived.

2.1 Signals in an adaptive filter

We consider tbe adaptive filter in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Adaptive filter

The adaptive filter is a transversal filter with a finite inpulse response (FIR). The
M filter coefficients are contained in the vector JQk. The "desired signaI" dJ" is the sum
of the convolution Yk = Xk *hk and the signal nk. The filter with impulse response hk

is unknown and can be time-variant [38], i.e. the filter coefficients are time dependent.
The coefficients !Q.k adapt in such a way that Yk - dk is minimized in tbe mean-squared
sense. In other words, the first M samples of the impulse response hk are copied by
the M coefficients which are contained in the vector!Q.k. In this optimum situation
the coefficients JQk satisfy the "Wiener solution". The FIR filter bas to mimic the
impulse response hk , which is generally of infinite length. Therefore some knowledge
about the impulse response length of hk is necessary.

2.1.1 Orthogonality of the signals

According to Fig. 3, the error ek is written as

ek = dk - Yk
A t

- Yk +nk - Y!..k~

- xk*hk+nk-~~
t - t- 3B.opt# +nk + nA: - !!l.k#, (2.1 )

with # = [Xk, Xk-l,' •• , Xk-M+l)f. The optima) coefficient vector !!lapt contains the
fi.rst M coefficients of the impulse response hk • The signals nk and nk are uncorrelated
with~. According to (2.1) the error signa) ek can he divided into three parts:

3



• A part Tik, caused by the "tail" of the impulsresponse h k which cannot be esti
mated by the FIR filter. As its name reveals, an FIR filter always has a fini te
impulse response, while the impulse response hk generally is of infinite length.
The "tail" of hk beyond the length M of the FIR filter cannot be copied by the
FIR filter coefficients. The FIR filter only copies the first M coefficients. An
expression for the error caused by this "tail" is

00

Tik = h k * Xk - ~Pt~ = I: hiXk-i'
i=M

(2.2)

Tik is correlated with the past of Xic beyond Xk-M and uncorrelated with ~. In
a normal configuration of an adaptive filter this error is negligible if the number
of taps is chosen large enough.

• The part (!Qk -1Q.,pt)t~ = !!.1~k = fk which is caused by an incorrect estimate of
the optimal filter weights. This incorrect estimate is due to the dynarnic nature
of the filter coefficient update when the LMS algorithm is used. As we will see
later on, the LMS algorithm minimizes the momentary squared error e~ and not
the mean-squared error E[e~l. Therefore the error flc occurs as a consequence
of the LMS algorithm. ëk is fully correlated with Xic. The nonlinear effects arise
in this part of the error signal.

• A part uncorrelated with x k-Tl "'IT. This is an additive signal nlc introduced
after the unknown filter. The signal nk is uncorrelated with XIc-T and therefore
cannot be used to minimize the error signal. If nlc would be correlated with ~,

the Wiener coefficients !Qk would tend to an incorrect solution. Correlation of
nic with the past of Xk beyond Xk-M will not effect the Wiener solution since the
weight vector !Qk is independent of the signal nlc beyond nlc-M.

Define Sic = tik + nk. Since nk and tik are uncorrelated with ~, also Sic and ~k are
uncorrelated. A graphic representation of the mutual dependency of all the signals is
depicted in Fig. 4.

Each individual element Xk-T of the vector ~ is represented as a vector Xk_T' In
this way, the correlation between two signals can easily be determined. E.g., the signal
axic where a is a constant, is represented as a vector aXk' which is a times larger then
xk and parallel to xk' In the case of a white noise process for Xk, all the signals Xk-T

are mutually uncorrelated. In this vector representation, two uncorrelated signals
are orthogonal to each other. The set {Xk"", Xk-M+1} forms a space ~, which
is maximum an m-dimensional space when Xic is a white noise process. Sk' which
is the vector representation of Sic, is "orthogonal" to ~k' Since orthogonal means
uncorrelated, Sk .1 ~k {::} E[sk~l = o.

2.1.2 General assumptions

From now on Mis considered large enough, so that the signal Tik = 0 and thus Sk = nk.

Furthermore we assume:

1. nl is uncorrelated with Xic. Furthermore, nl and Xk are jointly stationary in the
wide-sense and jointly ergodic.
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Figure 4: Graphic representation of the signals in an adaptive filter

2. The processes x Ic and dIe are strict-sense stationary and (strict-sense) ergodie.

Since the properties mentioned ahove are essential for the rest of the report it is
important to realise which restrietions are imposed on n/e, X/e and dIe. Therefore
the properties "uncorrelated", "(jointly) (wide/strict-sense) stationary" and "(jointly)
(strict-sense) ergodie" will now he explained [4,5]:

• If two processes X/e and n/e are uncorrelated then

(2.3)

Two signals X/e and n/e are statistically independent if

(2.4)

where F denotes the distrihution function. For the density function P we can
write

Prknl = Prk Pn" "f/k, I. (2.5)

When two signals are statistically independent they are also uncorrelated, he
cause

E[x/end =Jj x/en/ePrkn/dx/edn/ =JJx/en/PrkPn,dx/edn/ = E[x/e]E[nd· (2.6)

• A process X/e is stationary if its statistics are independent of the moment k. A
process is strict-sense stationary if it is stationary for all moments N, where N
is arhitrary. We obtain stationarity for the moment N if the N-th order density
function is independent of the moment k and thus satisfies

(2.7)

where XN./eN is the iV-th realisation of the process x on the moment kNo Notice
that when a process is stationair for the moment N, it is also stationairy for all
moments smaller than N.
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• A process Xk is wide-sense stationary if the expectation E[Xk] and E[XkXk_T] are
independent of the moment k. In this way the statistic average E[Xk] = &(x)
is obtained. When iwo signals xl<;and nk are jointly wide-sense stationary the
expectation E[xl<;nl<;] is independent of the moment k. This results in

(2.8)

Two jointly, wide-sense stationary processes are also individual wide-sense sta
tionary. Wben in addition, the signals Xk and nk are uncorrelated the expecta
tion of a product passes into a product of expeetations,

(2.9)

• A signal XI<; is ergodic when the time-average Xk equals the statistic-average
&(x). A signal can only be ergodic if it is at least first-order stationary because
statistic-average can only be obtained in the case of stationarity. For two wide
sense stationary signals XI<; and nl<; which are uncorrelated the property

bolds.

&(xn) = &(x)&(n) = XI<; nk (2.10)

In seetion 4 we will see that the conditions imposed on nk and Xk are much too
stringent. They are introduced to make the derivation of the convergence properties
possible.

2.2 The autocorrelation matrix

The matrix R = E[~k~f] is called the autocorrelation matrix of a wide-sense station
ary process Xk with elements R(i,j) = E[Xk-i+IXk_i+l], for i,j E {I"", M}. The
superscript H stands for the "Hermitian", I.e., take the conjugate and transposed of
~, so ;rf equals (~k)l. The autocorrelation matrix has several specific properties [1,
5,12,9,10,8, 13].

• The matrix is "Toeplitz". The elements on the main diagonal are all equal and
the elements on any other diagonal parallel to tbe main diagonal are also equal
to eacb other. Since the process Xk is stationary, R(i,j) only depends on the
difference i - j. Define r -T = R( i, i - T) as tbe elements on an arbitrary diagonal.
The autocorrelation matrix reads as

ra rl r2 rM-I

r-l ra rl

R= (2.11 )

rl
r-M+l r_l ra

Since the elements on the transposed diagonal equal r;, the matrix satisfies
R =RH. In the case of a real process Xk, r T =r -T and therefore R = Rl,

6



• The matrix originates from a diadic product. A diadic product arises when a
vector is multiplied with its transposed. A diadic matrix has only one nonzero
eigenvalue À, with À1 = lIgWand corresponding eigenvector 9.1 =Q. PI and 9.1)
are a correct eigenvalue and eigenvector because

(2.12)

The other M - 1 eigenvectors are orthogonal to g with eigenvalues 0 because
Qtg.L = O. The diadic matrix is of rank 1. Notice that these properties are not
valid for R. For the autocorrelation matrix the expectation of eacb individual
element of the dyadic product is taken. Anotber property of tbe diadic product
is that (ggt)i = IlgI1 2(i-l)(ggt). I.e., the diadic matrix is scaled by IlgW(i-l) and
tberefore also tbe eigenvalues are scaled by IlgI1 2(i-l). Tbe eigenvectors remain
the same.

• The matrix R can be diagonalized. We assume a matrix R with dimensions
M x M. Then there exists a set of M eigenvectors q. and M eigenvalues Ài, with

-t

the property R9..i = Ài9.ï If we construct a matrix Q with the M eigenvectors
as its columns and a matrix A with the eigenvalues on its diagonal, then this
property can be written as

RQ = AQ or R = QAQT or A = QTRQ. (2.13)

(2.14)

(2.15)

Tbe M eigenvectors form an orthonormal base. They are mutually orthogonal
with length 1, and so

• The sum of all the elements of matrix I equals the sum of all the elements of
matrix 9.19.~ + ... + 9.M9.~· In mathematical notation this relation reads

M M

L: L: (9.m9.~ ki =M,
m=l (i.i)=l

because the sum of all the elements of matrix I equals its trace which is M.
The proof of (2.15) is a matter of rearanging tbe elements. Since 1= QQT we
can write

(2.16)

wbere qi,i is the j-th element of tbe i-th eigenvector. After expansion of tbe
product, tbe sum of elements in the i-th column equals tbe sum of the elements
of the matrix 9.S~. So, taking the sum over all columns results in tbe sum over
all elements of I, wbich proofs (2.15).

• The trace of tbe autocorrelation matrix equals tbe sum of tbe eigenvalues. Tbis
reads as

M

trace[R] = Mro = trace[A] =L: Ài •

i=l
Tbe variance ro is therefore related to tbe eigenvalues.

7
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• The matrix Rk has Ak as its eigenvalues. The eigenvector matrix of Rk is
equal to that of R. The proof is very simpIe. According to (2.13) we write Rk as
QAQTQAQT ... QAQT. According to (2.14) Rk simplifies to Rk = QAIA ... I AQT =
QAkQT.

• The matrix is nonnegative definite (positive semidefinite) and almost always
positive definite. A matrix is said to be positive definite respectively nonnegative
definite if it satisfies tbe condition

Ç.H Rf;. > 0 then R is positive definite, (2.18)

Ç.H Rf;. ~ 0 then Ris nonnegative definite, (2.19)

for every Ç. ::J Q. In order to proof this property we set p = f;.H~ with Ç. ::J Qand
ca1culate the real scalar E[lpI2] = E[pp·].

E[lpI2] = E[Ç.H~~~Ç.] =Ç.H RÇ.. (2.20)

Since E[lpI2] ~ 0 the matrix R is always nonnegative definite. However, when
there is no vector Ç. ::J Qfor which Ç.H RÇ. = 0, the matrix R is positive definite.
Only if there is a linear depency between the successive elements of Xk we can
find a vector Ç. for which Ç.H RÇ. = O.

• The eigenvalues are nonnegative and real. Multiplication of (2.13) by 2.f and
sorting results in the "Rayleigh quotient"

qHRq.
>'i = -1 H -I. (2.21)

2;9.;

Since 9..ï ::J Q, division by 9..ïH 9..i is allowed. If the matrix R is nonnegative- or
positive definite then ~HR;r ~ 0 or ;rHR~ > 0, respectively. Therefore all the
eigenvalues are nonnegative and real.

• The power spectral density P(eiU ) of the process Xk and the autocorrelations TT
are related according to the "Wiener-Khinchin" relations.

00

P(ei9 ) = L Te-ju". (2.22)T ,
T=-OO

1
11"

J P(ei9)eiTUd8, (2.23)TT = -
211"

6=-11"

where 8 E [0··· 211" > is the angular frequency. In theory these relations are
valid for an autocorrelation matrix of infinite length. In practice, these relations
are assumed to hold for autocorrelations of finite length when TT = 0 for T E
{M - 1,'" , oo}. The summation in (2.22) then extends over the finite length
M of the autocorrelation matrix. A property which fo11ows from the "Wiener
Khinchin" relations is that the variance TO = 0'; equals the area below the power
spectrum:

1 J1I" 'U
TO = 211" P( el )d8.

8=-11"

8
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• The eigenvalues of an M x M autocorrelation matrix R, with A1 --+ 00 tend to
fill up the sampled power spectrum of x. So

Ài = P(ej~i) for iE {O"", M - I}. (2.25)

However, the order of the eigenvalues is indeterminable. To proof this property
we use a circulant matrix

(
~ ~: ::: en~1 1c= .. . .. ..
~2 ... .. ~ ~l

(2.26)

In this matrix all rows are shifted versions of each other. By means of the
shifting matrix TI, C can be written as a superposition

C n° nl n2 nn-l= Cl + C2 + C3 + ... + en .

The shifting matrix n is defined as

o 1 0 0 0
o 0 1 0 0

(2.27)

n=

o
1 0 ......

o
1
o

(2.28)

(2.29)

The advantage of (2.27) is that n can be easily diagonalized. In Appendix A it
is proved that TI = F-nF where the columns of the "Fourier matrix"

Fk I = ~e-iiT(k-l)(l-l)
• yn

contains the eigenvectors and

'17 .2w(M-l)
n=diag(l,eJ , ... ,e' M ) (2.30)

contains tbe eigenvalues of IT. Substituting tbis property in (2.27) results in

C

A..
1,1

cIF-n°F + C2F-n1 F + ... + enF-nn
-

1 F

_ F-(c1n° + C2 n1 + ... + ennn-1)F
- P-AF,

M-l
" j 2W('M

1
)"

- L Ck+l e .
1<=0

(2.31 )

(2.32)

Since n is a diagonal matrix and Ài = Ai,i is a polynomial in n, Ài is also a
diagonal matrix. Therefore, the circulant matrix C can be diagonalized with
eigenvalues Ài and the columns of the Fourier matrix F as eigenvectors. Notice

9



is that all circulant matrices have the same set of eigenvectors. A circulant
matrix is a subclass of the Toeplitz matrices. Therefore all circulant matrices
are Toeplitz. The opposite is not necessarily true. The autocorrelation matrix
R for instance is not a circulant matrix. However, for M ~ 00 with rm ~ 0
for m ~ M it is proved in [31] and [11] that when a circulant matrix Re
is constructed from the Toeplitz matrix R, the eigenvalues of Rand Re are
approximately the same, 50

(2.33)

The matrix Re is constructed from R according to

Each row of Re contains autocorrelations rn "fT E {-M + I,···,M -I}. Ac
cording to (2.32), >'i can be written as

(2.35)

For processes with a real power spectrum where r'T = r -T, the M /2 samples
representing the sampled power spectrum in the interval [11"···211" > can be
transfered to the interval [0·· . 11" >. The eigenvalues representing the sampled
power spectrum at i; i and at its image i; (M - i-I), Vi E {O"", ~} are not
the same, but both approximate P(ejifi ). After sorting we obtain M eigenvalues
in the interval [0· .. 11" > according to

(2.36)

So, in a correct order the eigenvalues are the sampled power spectrum of the
process x. The maximum and the minimum eigenvalue are therefore limited
according to the powerspectrum by

>'min = Pmin ,

>'ma:: = Pmar .

Furthermore, all the eigenvalues are real and nonnegative. The mean eigenvalue
is X= 2

1
1r ro. These limits for the eigenvalues are even valid for an autocorrelation

10



matrix of finite length (M x A1), although rT # 0 for T > M - 1. To proof this,
Ài is written as the in (2.21) mentioned Rayleigh quotient

M M
HR E E qi,krl-kqi.l

q. 9.. k=ll=lÀ. - t t = ;.;.......:':'":-"':-:- _
t - H M M '

9.i !1.i ~ ~ q* q
L...- L...- "k i,l
k=ll=l

where q"l is the l·th element of~. Substituting (2.23) for rl-k results in

11'

J IQi(ejll)12P(ej9)dB
Ài =-_11'---11'~-----

J IQi(ejll )!2dB
-11'

M

Qi(ejll ) = E q7,ke- jllk .
k=1

When the numerator is estimated according to

(2.37)

(2.38)

(2.39)

11' 11' 11'

Pm,n JIQ,(ei8 WdO :5 JIQ,(ej8WP(ejll)dO :5 PmQx JIQi(ejllWdO (2.40)
-11' -11'

an autocorrelation matrix with fini te dimension and r T =1= 0, 'riT has eigenvalues
according to

(2.41 )

This is an important property, because in practise correlation matrices are of
fini te dimension. In Fig. 5 it is shown that according to (2.36) the sampled
power spectrum for 6 E [0··· 7r > of an AR(I) process (see section 2.3.1) is
approximated by a limited number of its eigenvalues.

• When an indication for the eigenvalues is needed without any knowledge of tbe
power spectrum of the process Xk , the theorem of Gerschgorin can he used.
By way of this theorem Àmin and ÀmQx can he derived from the autocorrelation
matrix R only. For the proof we use an eigenvalue Ài and the corresponding
eigenvector ~. According to (2.13) we can write

Ra. = Àq. =} (R - ),;1)0. = Q.
~t -t ~

(2.42)

With 9.;J = max(t) VI E {I,·· . ,M} we can write tbe j-tb component of (2.42)
as

Rj,l9.i,l + ... + Rj ,j-19.i,j_1 + (Rj,j - À)9.',j +
Ri,i+19.;,i+1 + ... + Ri,M9..ë,M = 0,

11
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Figure 5: The eigenvalues of R tend to fill up the sampled power spectrum of x.
O'~ = 1, P = 0.1 and the number of eigenvalues= 20

which, after division by q. , and rearranging, leads to
.....J

~.1 1j-1-R'1- - ... - R' '-1--J. JJ
~.j ~.j

~, 1 q'M
Ri,i+l ----:Z.:t-.. - ••. - Rj,m~'

~,j ~,j

(2.44)

Next, we take the absolute value on the left- and the right-hand side of this
equation. By way of the Triangle inequality la + bi :5 lal + Ibl and the property
that (~.J2.i) :5 1, VI E {I,···, ,Af} the right-hand side of the equation can he
estimated by

IRi,i - ..\il :5 IRj,l1 +... + \Ri,i-l! + IRi.i+l! +... + IRi,ml· (2.45)

Ir the equal sign holds, ..\i descrihes a circle with center Ri,i = rQ. The radius of
the circle is the absolute sum of all the matrix elements at the j-th row, with
the exception of rQ. In this case Ài lies inside the circle. Sueh a circle is ealled
a "Gerschgorin disk", and can he drawn for each row of the matrix. All the
eigenvalues of the matrix He inside these circles. Since all eigenvalues are real
and ~ 0 they are also on the real axis. The largest "Gerschgorin disk" with
radius n contains all the eigenvalues.

From Fig. 6 can he conc1uded that the largest and the smallest eigenvalue can
be estimated hy

Àmar < ro + n,
Àmin > max{ro - n, Ol,

12

(2.46)
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Figure 6: Gerschgorin disks

'R = max (~hl) "tj E {l. .. M -I}.

i:i:i

Since >. can never become negative, >'min = 0 if ro 2:: 'R. The same results
are valid for the power spectrum of the process Xk as a consequence of the
relationship between the eigenvalues and the sampled power spectrum.

2.3 Autoregressive process

An arbitrary process Xk which originates from an IIR filtered white zero-mean noise
process nk is called an autoregessive AR(M) process. M denotes the furthest past of
Xk that is validated. In adaptive filtering, AR(M) processes are often used to derive
some quantitative properties such as the rate of convergence [1]. An AR(M) process
is illustrated in Fig. 7.

,~ J + r-z.e..-
t t t

WM W2 Wl

l- T r-- ... t T 1 T

n

Figure 7: Autoregressive process

(2.48)

In this section, only real processes are considered, i.e., the coefficients Wi are rea!.
The AR(M) process in Fig. 7 is described by the difference equation

M

L -WiXk-i = nk, with Wo = -1.
i=O

The "Yule-Walker" equations which will be derived in this chapter, relate the coef
ficients Wk to the correlatioils r'r = E[XkXk-'r]' Since the furthest past of Xk related

13



to Xk is Xk-M, the correlation coefficient with maximum corre1ation distance is TM.

After multiplicating (2.48) with Xk-j, the expectation is taken. This results in

(2.49)

We will DOW consider the right-hand side of (2.49) with respect to j. After repeated
substitution of Xk-, in (2.48) we conclude that Xk-j only relies on nk-j and its previous
samples

(2.50)

(2.51 )

Therefore, the right-hand side of (2.49) equals 0 for j > O. For j = 0, replacing Xk-j

by (2.48) results in

E [nkxk] = E [nk (t, WkXk-i +nk) ] = E [nknk] = (i~.

Again the property of (2.50) is used. Now the 14Yule-Walker" equations can be for
mulated

M

(i~ - E -W,Ti,
i=O

Tj - WITj-l + W2Tj-2 + ... + WMTj_M, j E {l..M}.

(2.52)

(2.53)

Eq.(2.52) and (2.53) are obtained by (2.49) for j = 0 and j > 0 respectively. In matrix
notation the M equations of (2.53) read as

T-I ... T_M+I)

ro . .. T-M+2 (WI) (Tl)
W~ = T~ •

Tl TO

(2.54)

In the case of real processes where T-r = r:-r = T-T, the autocorrelation matrix R
is symmetrical and cyclic, i.e., the successive columns are cyclic shifted versions of
eachother. Combining (2.52) and (2.54) results in

R[l, Wl, •.. , WM]t = [(i~, 0, ... ,0], (2.55)

where R is (M + 1 x M + 1). The autocorrelation matrix R of an autoregressive
AR(M) process can therefore be found by means of the coefficients Wk of its difference
equation. The disadvantage of the "Yule-Walker" equations (2.54) is that they have
to be solved recursively. It is however, possible to obtain a direct formula with the
coefficient matrix Wand the white noise varianee as input, and a vector with the
autocorrelations T-r as output. Rewriting the "Yule-Walker" equations results in the
matrix form

(2.56)

14



with

-1 Wl W2 WM 0 0
0 -1 Wl W2 WM 0 0

0 0 -1 Wl W2 WM 0

w= 0 0 -1 Wl W2 WM (2.57)
1 0 0 -1
0 0

0 0 1 0 -1 0 0

!.= [r_M,"',r_l,rO,rI,"',rMP and ~; = [O,···,O,u~,O···,O]t.

(2.58)

So, given the coefficients !Qk the autocorrelation matrix can be derived. Appendix B
shows a MATLAB™program which calculates the autocorrelation matrix by means
of tbe "coefficient vector". First the coefficient matrix W is generated. Second the
calculation !. = W-IU~ is performed. Finally the autocorrelation matrix R is gener
ated by means of thevector!.. [7] suggests computer implemented solutions which
obtain the coefficients Wj by means of the powerspectrum P( eiS) which is related to
r T as we have seen in (2.23).

2.3.1 AR(1) process

The most simple autoregressive process is a real AR( 1) process. This process IS

depicted in Fig. 8.

)--------r--- xk

p

T

Figure 8: Ar1

The output Xk is dependent on nk and Xk-b where nA; is zero-mean white noise.
Using (2.48), the difference equation for the AR(l) process reads as

(2.59)

where Ipl < 1 for stability. In this case the correlations rT are easily obtained as

ra =

15

(2.60)



rl - E[XkXk_l] = E[(PXk_1 + nk)Xk-l] = pro,

r'T = pr'T-I = p'T ro , VT ~ 1.

Since AR(l) isareal process, r'T = r -'1' and therefore

(j2
r'T = pl'T1 __n_.

1- p2

Finally the power spectrum is calculated by (2.22)

1 + p2 - 2p cos e'

See Fig. 5 for a plot of the power spectrum for eE [0· .. 7r >.

(2.61 )

(2.62)

(2.63)

(2.64)

2.4 Update algorithms for the coefficient vector

In this section it is shown how the LMS algorithm is obtained from the steepest
descent algorithm.

2.4.1 The steepest descent algorithm

By means of varying the filter coefficients, the FIR filter adapts in such a way, that
the error signal is minimized. Depending on the coefficients !Q.l., a certain squared
error signal ez is obtained. The change of e~ with respect to the change of !Qk is a
convenient quantity for the filter coefficient update. The steepest descent algorithm
minimizes the "mean-squared error" J(!Qk) = E[e~]. In the following analysis, the
processes Xk and dk are considered rea!. The mean squared-error reads as

J(!Q.l.) = E[ekek],

- E[dkdk] - ~E[~kdk] - E[dk~k]!Q.l. +w~E[h~]!Q.l..

- (j~ - !tiP - pt!Q.l. +!clR!Q.l., (2.65)

where Prepresents the crosscorrelation vector of Xk and dk • R represents the auto
correlation matrix of Xk. Notice that in (2.65) the coefficient vector !Q.l. is a constant
vector. For different realisations !Qk remains unchanged. By setting the first deriva
tive from J(!Y..k) with respect to !Q.l. equal to 0, the extremum of the error signal is
obtained

dd J(~P) = P, (2.66)
!Y..k

dd J(Y!.lRWk) 2Rwkl (2.67)
!Y..k
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dd J(pt!Qk) = P, (2.68)
Y2..k

d
'iJ = -2P + 2RY2..k =Q (2.69)dJ(!Qk) -

1Qk

:::} lliopt - R-1p. (2.70)

The coefficient vector .!Qopt denotes the optimal solution in the extremum, which is
called the Wiener Solution. Eq.(2.69) is called the "Normal Equation". Substitution
of (2.70) in (2.65) results in the minimal error Jmin

(2.71)

The Wiener coefficients can also be obtained in a quicker way when dk = ~t~ +nk
is used. We then have

dk _ (~l WoPt.i+l Xk-i) + nk
1=0

M-l

E[dkJ:kl = L E[WoPt.i+lXk-i~] + E[nk~),
i=O
M-l

= L Wopt.i+IE[Xk-iJ:k),
;=0

which finally results in
p = RY2..0pt.

Again we used the property that ~ and nk are uncorrelated.

(2.72)

2.4.2 The Least-Mean-Square algorithm

Since the Steepest descent algorithm minirnizes the "mean-squared error" l it requires
an infinite number of error samples Ck. A solution for this practicallimitation is the
Least-Mean-Square algorithm (LMS). In contrast to the steepest descent algorithm,
the LMS algorithm minimizes not the mean- but the momentary squared error. This
is permitted because the averaging is still obtained by the dynamical nature of the
coefficient update, which was due to the incorrect estimate 1Qk of lliopt. The processes
in this chapter are considered to be rea!. The coefficient update according to the LMS
algorithm reads as

Y2..k+l - 1Qk - Ilgrad e~,

{Je2k
- 1Qk -Il--,

{JY!..k

{Jek- !Qk - 2Ilek--,
{JY!..k

{JYk
- !Qk +2j.leka ,

Y!..k

- !Qk + 2j.l ekJ:k· (2.73)
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In (2.73) we used the property that !!!.k is only dependent on samples dl for 1$ k - 1
since the vector 1Q..k is recursively determined. The factor J1. has the function of a
stepsize. As revealed by (2.ï3), the coefficient vector can change with large steps
to the Wiener solution for a high value of J1. but then a high accuracy cannot be
obtained. On the other hand, for a small value of J1. the coefficients adapt slowly to
the Wiener solution, which is reached with great accuracy. As illustrated in Fig. 9 for
one coefficient the stepsize J1. controls the magnitude J(Wie) of the fiuctuations around
the Wiener solution WoJlt.

-Wopto

Jmin I-----.....,;;~

Figure 9: Fluctuations around the Wiener solution for one coefficient with respect to
the stepsize J1.

Substitution of (2.1) into (2.73) results in the LMS algorithm

1Q..k+l = MLle + 2J1. (die - wl!k)
= (J - 2J1.~1e~~) lQIc + 2J1.dle~' (2.74)

By calculating the mean of the filter coefficients which occur by means of the LMS
update, we can make plausible that the optimal solution indeed is the Wiener solution.
Therefore, we take the mean of (2.74)

(2.75)

To simplify (2.75) we inspect (2.74) for a large and a small stepsize factor J1..
For a large stepsize factor J1., (2.74) behaves like a summator. The new coeffieient

vector lQIc can be written as the summation

Ic

1Q..k+l = 2J1. L di~,
i=-oo

(2.76)

because 1Q..k+l mainly depends on the input (dk~)'

On the other hand, for a small stepsize factor J1., the matrix (I -2J1.~~~)from (2.74)
executes small but rapid fiuctuations around the unity matrix J. The contribution
2J1.dlc~ is negligible compared to (I - 2J1.~4)lQIc because the new updated coefficient
vector lQIc+l is mainly determined by previous vectors!!!.k. Eq. (2.74) then behaves
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Figure 10: For a small stepsize j..l, Ylk is constant over an averaging period

like an integrator. We can therefore assume Ylk constant over an averaging period of
(1 - 2j..l~~U as illustrated in Fig. 10.

For a suflicient small stepsize factor j..l we can now make the approximation

(2.7ï)

Since Xk is a stationary ergodic process the time average hrl can he replaced by
the expectation E[hrl]. For similar reasons (dk and Xk are jointly stationary and
ergodie), dk~ can be replaced by E[dkhl. Introducing these modifications, (2.ï5)
passes into

Ylk+l = (1 - 2j..lE[h~~])Ylk + 2j..lE[dkh],
k-l

- (1 - 2j..lR)k1Qopt + 2j..l L(1 - R)i P,
i=O

k (1'- (1 - 2p.R)k)
- (1 - 2j..lR) 1Qopt + 2j..l (1 _ 1+ 2j..lR) P,

(1 _ 2 R)k (1 - (1 - 2p.R)k)p
- j..l 1Qopt + R _. (2.78)

Applying the property that the autocorrelation matrix can be diagonalized, (1 -2j..lR)k
can he written in terms of the eigenvalues of the matrix R.

(2.79)

The eigenvalues can he obtained as described in section 2.2. If 0 < j..l>"mar < 1 then
(1 - 2j..l>"m)k - 0 for k - 00. Under this condition (2.79) results in

(2.80)
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which is the Wiener solution.
The reasoning in this section is not a stringent proof that the average of the coef

ficients!Qk equals the Wiener solution beçg1J.~e no ex~çt conditions for J.l are imposed.
It is however a reasoning which does not the independenee assumption (see section
4).
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3 The difference vector

Eq. (2.74) describes the update of the filter coefficients. In this report we are mainly
interested in the fiuctuations of the filter coefficients around the Wiener solution .!Q.,pt.

Therefore, we define the difference vector 1!k = !Qk - M.!.opt. Substitution of!Qk into the
difference equation (2.74) results in a difference equation in terms of 1!k

!Q.l;+l - Yl.k +2Jl~ (dk - rlYl.k) ,

Qk+l - JLk +2Jl;fk (nk + ;rlM.!.opt - ;fiYl.k) ,

Qk+l - 1!k +2Jl;fk (nk - ;fi1?;;) ,
Qk+l - (I - 2JL~;fi) 1?;; +2Jlnk;fk, (3.1 )

with nk and Xk still uncorrelated. To simplify (3.1), the stepsize factor Jl will be
integrated into the signals ~ and nk according to

& - .j2;.;fb
!L - .j2;.!lk'

(3.2)

(3.3)

As a consequence of this we can define Èk = Xl1!k. Instead of the stepsize Jl, which
is responsible for the filters rate of convergence, this speed is now linearly dependent
on the variance of the input signal X k • Eq. (3.1) now reads as

(3.4)

The difference equation (3.4) can be treated as a black box of a system performing
an operation F(&, Nk ) resulting in Qk' In this section we will derive a simple black
box representation.

3.1 Restrictions on the input signal for obtaining the Wiener
solution

The variable filter coefficients !Qk are adjusted until they satisfy the Wiener solution
M.!.opt in the mean sense, where the expectation of the error signal e2 is minimized.
However, M.!.opt is not always the only solution to Jmin . To explain this phenomenon,
we transform the impulse response hk of the unknown filter to the Fourier domain.
We assume the impulse response hk to he time invariant, so M.!.opt is a constant vector.
The Fourier transform then results in

M-l

H(ei8
) = L hj ei8i

•
Î=O

(3.5)

Furthermore, assume H(ei8 ) =J 0, 'i(J. We can also transform the input signa1 X k to
the Fourier domain. According to (2.22) we then obtain P(eiD ). We now assume that
the power-density function P(ei8 ) consists of n spectrallines at different frequencies.
In the power-density function of the output Yk these frequencies are weightedaccording
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(3.7)

to H(e i9 ). Notice that all the n frequencies are contained in iJk because H(e i9 ) =I
o for all these n frequencies. We need at least M different spectra1 lines in the
spectrum P(ei9 ) to derive H (e i9 ) at these M frequencies. On1y then the whole impulse
response hk of length M can be determined. In other words, if P(ei9 ) consists of only
n < M spectra1 lines at different frequencies, we cannot determine the system H
unambiguously. We then on1y have n equations to determine M coefficients. In
that case a degree of freedom M - n remains. An equal condition is known as the
"observability condition" . The optima1 solution !!!..opt is determined for the dimension
n. Any change of ~ in the remaining dimension M - n does not affect Jmin' We
therefore conclude that, only if n ~ Mand H (e i9 ) =I- 0 at the frequencies in X, !!!..opt is
the unambiguous solution to Jmin' This statement can be proven in a forma1 way by
means of the difference vector !!Jr. Assume (3.4) without the excitation term Nk • The
Wiener solution will then be reached without any error, i.e., !!. = 0 in the stationary
case. For Nk = 0 (3.4) passes into

!!.k+l = (I - Lx1.)!!.k = !!.k - LX~!!.k, (3.6)

which is a difference equation without any excitation term and with time variabIe
coefficients. In the norma1 situation where (I - X kXd is nonsingulier, !!.oe will equal
Q. First, we take X k = eiHl so that

L = eiHl[l, u, u 2
,"', U

M
-

1]t = eikOE,

where u = eiO and E is a vector of length M. Only if the projection Xl!!. =I- 0, there
will be a update for!!.k. If!Z.k lies in the hyperplane of dimension M - 1 which is
orthogonal to E., no update occurs.

Second we take
n

X "ikO n...t n \J' • • h . ...t .
k = LJ e " i -r i Vl ,) WIt l -r )

i=1

so that
n

L = L eikO,l!.i'
i=1

For n < M there remains a degree of freedom with dimension M - n where !!Jr can be
chosen freely. Only for n ~ M or 1!.0 =Qthe Wiener solution !!!..opt is obtained. Fig. 11
illustrates the projection X~!Z.k.

3.2 Explicit solution of the difference equation

After repeated substitution of (3.4) into itself, an explicit solution for !!Jr is obtained

k-l k-l k-l
!!Jr = II (1 - XïXn 1!.0 +L II (1 - XiXj) XtNi .

i=O i=O i=i+l

With the notation Bj = (I - LXj) we have n;.:Ll Bi = Bk- 1 and n;.:~ Bi = 1.
The product sign must be interpreted as

k-l

TI Bi = B k- 1Bk- 2 ••• Bi+2Bi+1•
;=i+1
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X!:lLk = 0

KJ.
Figure 11: Projection TIlLk = O. There is no update because lLk is perpendicular to

l!.i

Notice that the most left matrix in the product is always (1- ~-IXLl)' Let process
X k now represent a stationary process which started at k = -00 and set Qo = Q.. The
difference equation (3.i) now simplifies to

1:-1 1:-1
lLk = L TI (I - xjxD &Ni •

i=-oo j=;+1

(3.8)

3.2.1 Properties of the difference equation

From (3.8) it is dear that lLk and therefore ËI: = X1llk, is linear with respect to
NI:. As a result of this, the superposition theorem can be applied to an operator
F which relates the input signals Xk and NI: to lLk according to (3.8). I.e., if NI:
contains severa.I parts Nbc and N21:, 14 can be written as F(XJ., Nk) =F(~, Nh) +
F(~, N2k)' Suppose that Nk is symmetrically distributed (which implies zero mean)
and uncorrelated with XI:. As a consequence of the linearity in NI: in (3.1),14 is also
symmetrically distributed. I.e. a certain F(X.Jo NI:) and its opposite F(L, -NI:) =
-F(XJc, NI:) are equiprobable. Therefore Qk is also symmetrically distributed with
Qk =0.

In the scalair case where M = 1, the excitation terms XjNj in (3.8) are weighted
according to the function !(XI:-l"", Xi) = (1 - Xt)··· (1 - Xl). Examining the
dependency of the amplitude of XI: we see that !(AXk-l '" AXj ) = !(Xk - 1 ••• Xi)A~,
using the approximation

(1 - AX) ~ (1 - X)A x ~ 1.

3.2.2 '1'ransformation to an orthonormal set of eigenvectors

In section 2.2 it is explained that the autocorrelation matrix of a process Xk can
be diagonalized, thereby obtaining Al eigenvalues and M eigenvectors. An arbitrary
vector of length M can be replaced by a linear combination of these M eigenvectors
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according to

where

M-l

Y..k - L Vk,m!lm'
m=O

t
Uk,m = Y.Jc!lm' (3.9)

The advantage of this transformation is that (3.8) decouples. This will he explained
in the next section.

3.3 The First-Order Solution

In the case of stationary signals it is not easy to develop an explicit solution for the
error signal Ek, However, for small values of X k, approximations can he made. The
approximation can he divided into a "First-Order Solution", which will he referred
to as FOS and a "Second-Order Solution" which will he referred to as SOS. For the
FOS the approximation X kX~ :::::: R is used, where R is the autocorrelation matrix
of the process %....k. Notice that, as a result of the integration of the stepsize, all the
correlation coefficients r.,. are a factor 2/llarger compared with the autocorrelations of
process irk' In the case of the SOS an additional part R - %....kX~ is taken into account.

Using the approximation X kXl :::::: R in (3.8), the transformation to the orthonor
mal set of eigenvectors results in

Y..k =

=

k-l k-l

L IJ BNiK.,
i=-oo j=i+l

k-l

'" B k
-

i
-

1NX~ 1~'

i=-oo

(3.10)

(3.11)

k-l
-_ qt U - '" t B k - i- 1 N.X._m-k - ~ !Im .~,

i=-oo

=
k-l
'" Nqt X.(l _). )k-i-l
~ '-m~ m ,

i=-oo

k-l
'" (k-i-l N.X. .
~ 'm 1 ',m,

i=-oo

(3.12)

where B = 1- Rand Çm = 1 - >'m' Uk,m is the m-th component of the projection
from !Lk onto the m-th eigenvector of the matrix R. ).m is the m-th corresponding
eigenvalue. In (3.12), the previously mentioned decoupling occurs hecause Uk,m only
depends on Xi,m for i < k - 1. Eq. (3.12) can also he written as the convolution

{
0 for k < 1,

with 9k,m = ç~l for k ~ 1.

9k,m represents a first-order filter with a single pole in çm. In Fig. 12 the impulse
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response 9k.m is plotted. The impulse response starts at k = 1. Consequently the
input signal is delayed hy 1 sample, before filtering occurs. The Z·transform of 9k.m

reads as
00 1

Gm(z) = L 9k.m Z -
k = ~ _ ç .

k=O - m

The pole location of Gm (z) is also shown in Fig. 12

(3.14)

9k.m t

o 1 k-

Figure 12: Impulse response 9k.m and the pole location of Gm (z)

3.3.1 Convergence in the mean

Apart from the decoupling, a second advantage of the orthogonalization into a "mod
ular space" is that stability and convergence properties of the adaptive process can
easily be defined.

In this section it will we shown under which conditions the mean of the difference
vector Qk will converge to Q. Decoupling the first term of (3. ï) to the modular space
results in

çk-l-i
Vk,m = '>m Vi.m. (3.15)

Setting N k = 0 for k ~ i in (3.15), we observe that the decoupled components decay
exponentially. A characteristic representation of Vk.m can he found in Fig. 13.

Setting Çm =exp(-ljTm) we obtain Tm = -1/lnçm. Since the FOS is only valid
for small values of X k•m , Àm will also have to he small, therefore Çm ::::: 1. Now the
approximation In Çm = ln( 1 - Àm) ::::: -),m can he made. The relaxation time (the
characteristic time for the decay of the fiuctuations) reads as

(3.16)

For Vk,m decaying to 0 (in other words, for stahility and convergence), it is necessary
that /~m I < 1. For the eigenvalues this implies

0< Àm < 2. (3.17)

Ir the time scale of the variations of the unknown impulse response hk is larger
than Tmtlz = max (Tm), the adaptive filter is able to converge to the optimal Wiener
solution. We can assume lQopt constant within a time interval Tmtlz ' However, if the
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Figure 13: Exponentially decay of Vk,l' CT; = 0.01, O'~ = 0.001, M = 10, VO,I = 1 and
Wopt,l = 1

time scale of the variations of hk is too smalI, the adaptive filter is not able to "track"
the Wiener solution.

We have seen that the smallest eigenvalues determines the time Tmaz which rep
resents the characteristic time needed to obtain the Wiener solution. According to
(2.17), for different processes X all with power CT;, the sum of the eigenvalues Ài equals
M CT;. We therefore conclude that, if X is a zero mean white noise process where all
eigenvalues are equal, then Tma:r: is minimal. However, for other processes X where
the eigenvalues are not all equal whe still have L~l Ài = M CT;. So a large eigenvalue
Ài with a short characteristic time Ti is compensated by at least one relatively small
eigenvalue Ài with a relatively large characteristic time Ti' From 2.35 we know that
the eigenvalues tend to fill up the sampled power spectrum of the input signal X. If
we now choose the power spectrum spectrum of X such, that most power is contained
in the regions where the Fourier transform H(ei6 ) from (3.5) is large, we notice that
the large eigenvalues (representing high power values of X) are more accentuated than
the small eigenvalues. Therefore the initial rate of convergence will be faster than the
rate obtained if X is a zero mean white noise process. On the other hand, choosing
the power spectrum of X such that the small eigenvalues representing small power
values are contained in the regions where H(ei6 ) is large, results in a slow initial rate
of convergence with respect to the case where X is a white noise process. In Fig. 14
this is illustrated for three noise processes with the same initial coefficients. See [14]
for more experiments.

So, the initial rate of convergence can be infl.uenced by different choices for the
input signal X. By using a priori information from the unknown filter (e.g. Low
pass or High pass) the initial rate of convergence can be improved. The final rate is
determined by the smallest eigenvalue only, and thus by Tma:r:. So, if we require the
smallest possible Tma:r:, the best choice for X is a zero mean white noise process.
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Figure 14: The choice of X can improve the intial rate of convergence

3.3.2 Convergence in the mean-squared sense

Apart from the fact that for 0 < "'m < 2 the mean of the difference vector Qk con
verges to Q., there is a second condition which must be satisfied in order to guarantee
convergence of Qk in the mean-squared sense. If the mean of Qk converges to Q., the
amplitude of the fiuctuations around the mean are totaly arbitrary and can be diver
gent without affecting the convergence in the mean sense. The condition that must
be satisfied to guarantee convergence of 1Lk in the mean-squared sense is derived in
[1,29] for a Gaussian input signal X/c and reads

M ..\
0< L? _\' < 1.

i=l - ,

(3.18)

In normal operation where LXl ~ I, the eigenvalues are very smalI. 50, especially
for the FOS and the SOS the approximation "'m ~ 1 can be made. Notice that this
condition is in agreement with the condition that 0 < "'m < 2 for convergence of the
mean. For convergence of Qk in the mean-squared sense we therefore obtain

M

0< L"'i < 2.
i=l

(3.19)

Since r:~l "'i equals the trace of R according to (2.17) this condition can be written
as

o< Mro < 2, (3.20)

or, the total input power has to be smaller than 2. This condition contains the earlier
found condition 0 < ..\m < 2 which ensures convergence of 1!k in the mean. Notice
that for every ro there is a number of taps Al for which instability occurs. Also note
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that for a filtered white noise process, ro increases with respect to its original varianee
according to (2.63). To avoid these problems the Normalised LMS (NLMS) algorithm
was introduced[l]. The NLMS algorithm is independent of the input power because
the autocorrelation matrix of Xk is normalized on the mean power of X k. Further
analysis of the NLMS algorithm is beyond the scope of this report.

Notice that the condition in (3.20) is derived for a Gaussian input signal X k •

However, in section 4 we will see that (3.20) is also valid for other input signaIs, e.g.,
with an uniform distribution.

3.3.3 Stochastic analysis of the FOS difference vector

The FOS makes a calculation of the stochastic properties of Vk,m for the stationary
case possible, i.e., if the Wiener solution !Qcpt is obtained in the mean. Vk,m is a
weighted sum of (NkXk,m) according to (3.13). Now, Qk and rlQk can be derived.
Using the property that Nk and X k are uncorrelated the mean of Vk,m reads as

Using (3.9), the mean of the vector Qk read as

M-l

lLk = L Vk,m9..m = O.
m=O

For the varianee of Vk,m we write

(3.21 )

(3.22)

T-k,m - (

k-l ) 2.L gk-j,mNjXi,m .
'=-00

(3.23)

Expanding the square in (3.23) results in products of the type

Assuming independent processes Nk and X k , (3.24) passes into

(3.24)

gk-i,mgk-i--r,mNjNi--r Xi,mXi--r,m. (3.25)

If, furthermore Nk or Xk is a white noise process, (3.24) equals 0, \Ir =I O. Eq.(3.23)
then passes into

(3.26)
i=-oo

By substituting Xk,m = Xl2.m = inXA: we obtain

NZ XZ,m = NZ9..~R9..m = NZ9.~9..mÀm = NZ),m.

Under the condition that ),m ~ 1 we can make the approximation

k-l 00 1 1 1
,L: gLi,m = L:g;,m = 1 - t2 - ),m(2 - \m) ~ -2\-'
1=-00 ]=0 l"m A Am
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(3.29)

If Nk or Xk is a white noise process the variance finally reads as

__ M-I __ M-
Q~~ = L vlm = -Ni·

m=O' 2

We notice that the mean and the variance of Vk are directly connected with the
statistical properties of Nk and independent of the stochastic properties of X Ic •

3.4 The Second-Order Solution

With increasing amplitude of X k the POS becomes less accurate. In the SOS therefore
an additional term EIc = R - &xt is added to the matrix B in the difference equation
(3.10). So 1- &X1: in (3.8) is exchanged by B + Ek which results in

Ic-I k-I- '" rr (B Eo)k-i-I 1\T·XQk - L..J +) Hl_i'

_=-00 i=i+l

(3.30)

(3.31 )

As was the case with the POS, the interpretation of the product sign is of importance.
Expanding the matrix product results in

k-Irr (B+Ej )

i=i+I

:::::: B k- i- I + Ek- I B k- i- 2+ BEk_2Bk-i-3 + '" +
B k- i- 3E· B +B k- i- 2Eo1+2 1+1·

Only those terms where Ej oeeurs onee are relevant. Higher-order products of Ei ean
be negleeted providing X k is chosen small enough. Therefore

Ic-I k-I k-I
!Lk = L B k

-
i - I NiXi + L L Bk-i- l EjBi- i - I NiKt,

1=-00 i=-oo j=i+I

_ QfOS + À~.

1l.fOS is the FOS given by (3.11) arid À!Lk is the extra eontribution of the SOS with
regard to the POS. We now turn our attention to the second part, À~. As in the
FOS, À~ can be transformed to the "modular space" . Therefore À~ is multiplied
by i~' At the same time K.i is written as L~ÖI X i ,n9..n according to (3.9). We obtain

k-I k-l M-I
qt Àv = '" '" ot Bk-j-I EoBj-i-I N° '" Xo 0
-m ~ L..J L..J.2.m ) I L..J l,nA.n'

i=-oo )O=i+I n=O

and so
k-l k-l M

A "'" "tk-j-l t E ti-i-1N X
~Vk,m = L..J L..J L..J '>m !Ln i9..n'>n i i,n'

_=-00 i=i+l n=l

The product i~Ej~n can be expanded into

~~Ej9.n - ~~ (R - XjX~)~n

= {Àm - XJ.m voor m = n,
- Xj,mXj,n voor m =/: n.
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Using this result, ~Vk,m can he modified to

M k-1 k-1

tt.Vk,m;;;;; L L L e~-j-1(>'m6m,n - Xj,mXj,n)ç~-i-1 N,X"n!

n=l i=-oo i=;+l
(3.34)

where bm,n is the Kronecker delta. In this refined solution crosstalk occurs hetween
all modi. Now, in contrast to the FOS, Vk,m is not only dependent on Xk,m, hut also
dependent on Xk,n for n =f. m. The operation ~!lk = F'(L, N k ) which provides the
extra contrihution of the SOS with respect to the FOS is depicted in Fig. 15.

9k,M9k,M
FIR

9-M

9k,1
FOS x~

gk,l .ó.Vk,l

""- / -
Nk \ ""-/

/""-

FIR
~Vk,mX k 2.m 9k,m gk,m

Nk

Figure 15: The extra contrihution of the Second Order Solution with respect to the
First Order Solution

Fig. 15 can he c1arified by means of a different notation for (3.34). ~Vk,m is written
as the convolution

(3.35)

First of all, Xk is transformed into the modular space according to (3.9). The product
Xk,m =Xi9-m is executed by means of an FIR filter with coefficient vector !l.m' After
multiplication with Nk , the first convolution from (3.35) is executed. Notice that this
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Exp. u"J Pr pnr
1 0.05,0.01,0.005,0.001 0 0
2 0.01,0.005,0.001 0 0.5
3 0.01, 0.005, 0.001 0.5 0
4 0.01,0.005,0.001 0.5 0.5

Table 1: Parameters used for the simulations. u~ = 0.1 for all simulations

result is the pas. In the middle section of Fig. 15 the M modes of the FOS are mixed.
Finally the second convolution from (3.35) is carried out. Obviously the SOS can be
directly obtained from the FOS. The SOS is obtained by adding (3.34) to the FOS.
This results in

SOS FOS A
Vk,m - Vk,m + UVk,m

k-I

- I: ~~-j-INjXj,m +
i=-oo

k-I k-l M

I: ~~-j-l I: I:(.\m - Xj,mXj,n)~~-j-1 NiXi,m'
i=-oo j=i+l n=1

(3.36)

(3.37)

3.5 Experiments on the FOS and the SOS

Under certain conditions (3.8) can be approximated by the SOS or even the FOS.
When the amplitude of X k decreases, the POS and the SOS become more accurate.
Computer simulations of (3.8), (3.12) and (3.34), make a quantitative comparison pos
sible. The variance of Qk, 12.[OS and QfoS is ca1culated, while different noise processes
for Xk and Nk are applied for various M. Since we observe Li V~,j, we can not detect

if a single element of the vector Q,l; vL approximates vFOS~,i and vsosL. Therefore
we will ca1culate the varianee of v - vFOS V - vSos and vFOS - vSos as weIl.~ ~ ,_k ~ ~ -k

The noise processes for X k and Nk are white or AR(I) with a single pole Pr, pn
respectively. Moreover, the processes X and N are independent, i.e., the samples Xk
and N k are drawn from independent sourees (see section 7.7) as assumed in section
3.3.3 to solve (3.23). The simulations are perforIlled for M = 1 up to and including
25. For each M the average of the varianee is ca1culated after 10.000 iterations. The
simulation parameters are assembIed in Table 1.

The graphs of these simulations are incorporated in Appendix C. Only in the first
simulation the variance of !!.k, yf0s and !dos is ca1culated. From these simulations
the derived properties from section 3.3 and 3.4 can be verified.

• In all cases the SOS is a better approximation for the variance of the difference
vector than the FOS. Only for a small amplitude of Xk the SOS, the FOS and
the exact solution are almost equal.

• For small amplitudes of X k and X k or Nk is a white noise process, the variance
of Q[OS is independent of the amplitude of X k and only determined by the
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variance of the signal N k and the number of taps according to (3.29). The effect
of a pole Pr ::;f 0 and pn = 0 or pn ::;f 0 and pr = 0 is hardly detectable in the
POS as predicted in section 3.3.3.

• For Pr ::;f 0 and pn -I 0 the variance of vfoS is larger than the variance ac
cording to (3.29) because "11' ::;f 0 the crossterms in (3.24) give rise to an extra
contribution on top of the contribution calculated in (3.29).

• We notice that for either a large 0'; or a sufficient large M the difference vector
becomes unstable in the mean-squared sense as was predicted in section 3.3.2.
This is shown in the first simulation with 0'; = 0.05. Notice that this instability
does not occur for the FOS and the SOS because the FOS is linearly dependent
on Mand the SOS is quadratic dependent on M.

• Since the FOS is linearly dependent on Nk the error in the approximation FOS
is also linearly dependent on Nk. There is however a nonlinear dependency of
the error and the maximum absolute amplitude of the signal X k •
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4 Conditions for the input signals to ensure con
vergence to the optimal coefficients

As stated in section 2.1.2 the restrictions imposed on the input signals Xk and nk

to ensure convergence have turned out to be a delicate matter. For this reason this
separate section is devoted to this important, but often neglected aspect in adap
tive filtering. To make the proof of convergence to the Wiener coefficients relatively
easy, -most authors [1,35,15-36] assumed that different input vectors are statistically
independent and therefore write

for k = 1,
for k::l 1.

(4.1 )

However, this can only be correct if the process Xk is zero-mean white noise and the
adaptive filter consists of only one tap. In all practical cases where M > 1, this is
definitely not true because ;fk and ~ are strongly correlated for Ik -11 < M. A correct
notation for (4.1) would be

E[;fk~]=rrk-1R, (4.2)

where rr is the shifting matrix defined in (2.28). Notice that rr k
-

1R can only be zero
for Ik - 11 < Af and Xk a zero-mean white noise process. If X k is an AR(N) process
the correlations rk-l :f 0, 'Vk,l as calculated in (2.63). Since the step-size J.l appears
in (I - 2J.l~;f~) the independenee theory becomes more tangible for large values of J.l.
If different input veetors would be independent, E[XkXk] = 0 and therefore R would
also be 0 which is of course not possible.

Simulations confirm the assumption of statistical independency. However, the
conditions imposed on the input signals Xk and nk cannot be the correct ones. They
are much too stringent because they cannot he satisfied in practice. The theory is so
popular that it is referred to as "The independence assumptionjtheory" .

Several years ago, Macchi [38] wrote an article without assuming dependeny be
tween successive input vectors. She derived bounds for the input signal Xk which
ensure convergence. Her results were strangely enough not adopted by other authors.
Only recent articles [37,40,39] begin to realize the importance of a good formulation
of the conditions which have to be imposed on the input signals to guarantee conver
gence. Such a formulation is important because the whole adaptive theory is based
on it. Solo [39] imposes very mild conditions on Xk compared to the conditions of the
independence theory, viz.,

1.

(4.3)

(Note that [391 uses a step-size lJ.l in stead of our J.l) This condition puts an
energy constraint on X k • As we have seen in section 3.3.2 this was neccessary to
ensure the convergence of !!.k in the mean-squared sense. Comparing this result
with (3.20) we notice that it is a kind of definition for the power of X, using
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only Af samples Xk up to and including Xk-M+l' We can write

M

sup L XLHI = power of (Xk),
i=l

(4.4)

which is a more efficient notation than (3.20). Another advantage of (4.3) is
that it can be used for deterministic signaIs, i.e. for one realization rather than
for an ensemble.

2. Ik is not purely deterministic.

This condition ensures that all the eigenvalues are non-zero, sa that llk is con
vergent in the mean. It is merely a precaution that the power-density function
of the input signal Ik has enough spectrallines (see section 3.1).

We notice that [39] applies a deterministic approach in stead of the stochastic analysis.
The most recent article in this context is [40], where an exact analysis without

assuming independency between input vectors but assuming independency between
successive samples of x is given. He derives a method to generate (e.g. by means of
a computer) a difference equation for the variance of êk. This difference equation is
dependent on several states which can be expressed in a state-space notation. The
individual states have to be updated every iteration and each by means of their own
update rule. This methad is relatively simple but the complexity and update time of
ëk increases rapidly with increasing Af.
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(5.2)

5 Deterministic approach of the difference equa
tion

For the calculation of the nonlinearities in the error signal we take a sinusoid for X k

and N k • A sinusoid is a good choice hecause in that case harmonies and crossproducts
can easily he determined.

5.1 Autocorrelation matrix of a deterministic signal

The autocorrelation matrix of a deterministic signal is ohtained in the same way as
in the case of a stochastic process. When we take X k = A sin(Dk + 4», where 4> is
a random phase [-11",1r > independent of the moment k, the (i,j)-th element of the
autocorrelation matrix reads

(Rokj = E[KJ:X1kj = E[A 2 sin(D(k - i + 1) + 4»sin(O(k - j + 1) + 4»]

= ~2 cos(O(i _ j)). (5.1)

The next step is to determine the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors of the autocor
relation matrix. Therefore we write Ro in the form

A2 • t A2 H
Ro = 2 Y Y + 2YY ,

where u = [1 ejn e j20 ... ei(M-1)0]t Thc matrix Rn has M eigenvalues two of
_ "". u

which are nonzero. To obtain these eigenvalues and their corresponding eigenvectors,
1 1 t R " 'th b (joQ ± -jOo .)we ca cu a e 011,2 = A 11,2' Wl 11,2 = 1.2 e Y e Y,

(5.3)

where we have used the property that yHy = y}y* = M. The normalization constants
b1,2 and the real phase constant Q will he derived later on. The vectors 1

1
,2 can only

he the eigenvectors if e-2jOoyHy. = e2jOQyt!f. The corresponding eigenvalues are
>'~,2 = ~2 (M ± e2jOQyt!f)' To eliminate the vector !f in >'~,2 we will examine the inner
produets e-2jOQyHy* and e 2jOO'!ft!f which are real hecause the eigenvalues are real too,
as has heen proved hy (2.21). The individual components of the inner products are
illustrated in Fig. 16.

If n = cMand c is a positive integer, the inner products equal 0 as illustrated in
Fig. 16a. In that case the constant Q equals O. For the eigenvalues >'~,2 we then have
>'1,2 = ,,:. For all other D we can distinguish two cases:

• M = even: as illustrated in Fig. 16h, Q = -(M - 1)0. For the inner product
we write

M/2

e-2jOcxyHy. = 2 L cos(2iO).
.=1
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Af =c~

(a)

(b)

~------3"'--~1

Af =even'

(c) M =odd

Figure 16: Il1ustration of the inner produets 3Ó! and 31.Hy. for (a) M 
M =even and (c) M =odd

2 M/2
The nonzero eigenvalues are >';,2 = ~ (M ± 2 r: cos(2in)).

1=1

(b)

• M = odd: as illustrated in Fig. 16c, Q = -(M -l)n. For the inner product we
write

I'.

(M-1)/2

e-2;Oa y H 31.- = 1 + 2 L cos(2in).
i=l

2 (M-l)/2
The non-zero eigenvalues are >'~,2 = ~ (M ± (1 + 2L: cos(2in))).

1=1
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Notice that the sum of the eigenvalues always equals the trace of the matrix Ro
which is M. The normalization constants b1,2 can be calculated using the property
that 9.~,2g;,2 = 1. After substitution we obtain

qt q* b2 (eiOaut ± e-iO"'uH)(e-iOau* ± eiOau)
-1,2-1,2 1,2 - - - -

= b~,2(2M ± [e2iOal{Y + e-2iOayHy*])

4b~,2 ,
- A2"(>.1.2) = 1, (5.6)

and finally we arrive at the simple result

A2

b~,2 =DI' (5.7)
1,2

If n is very small with respect to the number of taps we see that >.~ ~ ~2 Mand
>.; ~ O. For n ~ M we can make the approximation cos(ni) ~ 1 and as aresult
of this the autocorrelation matrix Ro approximates a matrix with identical elements.
We can write Ro as the diadie product

A 2

Ro = Tf!gt, (5.8)

where g = [1,1,···,1, Ir As we know from (2.12) we have one nonzero eigenvalue
>.; = ~211f!W = ~2 M with corresponding eigenvector gl = J;;:;g. All other M - 1
eigenvalues are 0 with eigenvectors perpendicular to Q.

5.2 Evaluation of the FOS with partially sinusoidal excita
tions

Xk is considered small enough so that we can approximate the difference equation by
the FOS. As we have seen in section 3.1, it is not sufficient to take only a single sinusoid
to assure convergence. To address all the eigenvalues, the sinusoid is superimposed
on a noisy signal. We define

X k = Sx(k) + A sin(nxk + 4»,
Nk = Sn(k) +Bsin(nnk),

where Sx( k) and Sn (k) are derived from uncorrelated noise processes and 4> is a ran
dom phase ranging from [-11",11" >. Notice that 4> is not a function of k and there
fore constant for a single realisation of X k. Averaging across the ensemble yields
E[sin(4»] = O. As we will see, this random phase is neccessary to obtain the uncor
relatedness between Xk and Nk. Moreover, due to this phase, the autocorrelation
matrix is independent of the moment k. In practice this phase is of no relevance
because only one realisation is considered. For the calculations we assume 4> = O.
First we will check the uncorrelatedness of Xk and Nk. Therefore we calculate the
expectation of an arbitrary element E[NkXk-d from the vector NkXk,

E[Nkx'l:-ïl = E[Sn(k)Sx(k - i)] + ABE[sin(nn k )sin(nx(k - i) + 4»]
+ AE[Sn(k)sin(nx(k - i) + 4»]
+ BE[sin(nnk)Sx(k - i)). (5.9)
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Expansion of each of the four terms results in

E(Sn(k)Sr(k - i)]
ABE[sin(S1nk) sin(S1x(k - i) + cP)]

AE(Sn(k) sin(S1x(k - i) + cP))
BE[sin(S1nk)Sx(k - i))

- E[Sn(k)]E[Sx(k - i)) = 0,

ABsin(nn k)E[sin(S1x(k - i) + cP)) == 0,

- AE[Sn(k)]E(sin(nx(k - i) + cP)) == 0,

- Bsin(nnk)E[SxCk - i)] == O.

Since each of these four terms is zero Vi, the processes X k and Nk are uncorrelated.
Second we will calculate the (i,j)-th element from the autocorrelation matrix

R = E(X;;X1),

~,i - E(Xk-i+1Xk-i+1]

A2E(sin(nx(k - i + 1) + cP) sin(nx(k - j + 1) + cP)) +
AE(sin(nx(k - i + 1) + cP)SxCk - j + 1)] +
AE[sin(nx(k - j + 1) + cP)Sx(k - i + 1)] +
E(Sx(k - i + l)Sx(k - j + 1)),

~2 cos(S1x(i _ j)) + rsz' (5.10)

In accordance with (5.1) we define Rf! as the autocorrelation matrix of Asin(S1x k+cP).
Rs denotes the autocorrelation matrix of Sx(k). We notice that Ris the summation
of the deterministic correlation matrix Rf! and the noise correlation matrix Rs.

For Sx(k) we choose a white noise process with varianee u;. Since any vector is
an eigenvector of the autocorrelation matrix of a white noise process (for Rs == u;/),
the eigenvectors of Rare those of Rf!. The eigenvalues of Rare ..\m == ..\~ + u;.

Since we are interested in cross produets we wil! calculate the cross frequencies in
- t

Ek == X k1Lk,

k-1
Vk,m == L e- i- 1NX·m 1 t,m

i=-oo
00

- L ç:;1 Nk-iXk-i,m
i=1
M-1

Xl1Lk - L Xk,mVk,m
m=O
M-1 00

- L 2:ç:;1Nk-iX/:,mXk-i,m' (5.11)
m=O i=1

To solve (5.11) we transform Xk to the modular space. Since this transformation is
lineair (it can be modelled hy an FIR filter), the harmonie dependency is preserved in
Xk,m' The harmonie component in Xk,m can he expressed in the stochastic parameters
of the process X k,

M-1

X k•m == X~~m == L Xk-iqm,i
;=0
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M-l

= 2: A sin(Ox(k - j))qm,i
j=O

M-l M-l

- Asin(Oxk) E cos(!lxj)qm,i -Aeos(!lxk) 2: sin(!lxj)qm,i
i=O j=O

- A sin(Oxk)Cm - A eos(!lxk)Sm .

- Aam sin(Ox k + )Om),
(5.12)

where am and )Om are defined as

a m = JC~ +S~,
Cm

)Om - -aretan Sm .

The stoehastie properties of the proeess X k are absorbed into a m and 'Pm. We are now
ready to ealculate the harmonie components of the product Nk-iXk,mXk-i,m. After
expanding the product we obtain the following 4 terms,

Nk_iA2a~ sin(!lxk + 'Pm) sin(Ox(k - i) + 'Pm)

= A2~~B sin(On(k _ i))[cos(Oxi) - cos(Ox(2k - i) + 2'Pm)]

_ A2:~B [sin(!ln k - (!lx + !ln)i) + sin(!lnk + (!lx - !ln)i) 

sin((On - 20x)k + (Ox - !ln)i - 2'Pm)-

sin((On + 2!lx)k - (Ox + On)i + 2<,?m)].

The summation over i in (5.11) is, as we have seen in section 3.3, a simple first-order
filtering with pole em' The response on a harmonie exitation sineai) of sueh a filter
has an amplitude response A and a phase response <P,

A - I . 1 ç 1= (1 - 2em cos 0' +ç~)-!,
eJOt - m

<P - arg ( . 1 ç ) = arg(l) - arg(eiOt - çm) = -arg(cos 0' + j sin 0' - çm)
eJOt - m

__arctan(eos~-çm). (5.13)
sm 0'

In the Z-spaee the pole location together with A and <P is illustrated in Fig. 17.
In the final solution the product Ék = XlQk has 3 frequency components. The

component On oceurs twice with different phase. In Table 2 the amplitude and phase
of each component is listed. The total contribution of each component can be found
by sumrnation over the M components.

Since the expressions in Table 2 are too complicated to handle, some simplifications
will be made.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 17: (a) First-order response on a harmonie excitation for (b) '\m ~ 0 and (c)
~~O

0 Amplitude Phase

On
A2 2 B I arctan (COS\Os+O" )-~'" )~(1 - 2~m COS(O:z: + On) + ç~tï sm(l1s+O" )

On
A2 2 B I -arctan (cos\Os -11" )-~'" )~(1 - 2~m COS(Or - On) + ç~)-ï sm( l1s -0,,)

20:z: - On A
2 :'fnB (1_ 2~m COS(Or - On) + ç~tt + t (cos(l1s-O,,)-~,") 2r. arc an sin(Os -0,,) - CPm

20r + On
A2 2 B I r. - arctan (cOa\l1r+11,,)-~,") + 2CP~(1 - 2~m COS(nr + On) + ~~tï sm(l1s+O,,) m

Table 2: Contributions of each frequency component

First, we assume '\m ~ 1 and lOr - On I~ 1 or lOr +On I~ 1, depending on which
frequency component we are interested in. As a result of this the approximations

and
cos(Or ± On) - Çm _ -~(Or ± !1n)2 + '\m

sin(!lr ± On) - Or ± On

(5.14)

(5.15)

hold.
Second, we assume Or ~ M. This assumption is not neccessary if we assume

Or + On ~ 1. IC we are only interested in the component with frequency On - 20r

we do need the assumption f2r ~ M together with the assumption lOr - nni ~ 1.
We notice that the nonzero eigenvalue of Ra equals À~ = ~. M. After expansion the
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constant a~ according to

.;, = ('t' COS(l1.i)Qm"l) 2 + ('t' SiD(l1.i)Qm,il) 2

M-IM-l

L L (sin f2 r i sin f2ri + cos f2ri cos f2ri)qm,iQm,j,
i=O ;=0

M-IM-l

L L cos(f2rU - i))qm,iqm,j,
;=0 j=O

can he approximated by

M-1M-1 M

a~ ~ L L qm,iqm.j = L (tn~~);,j·
;=0 i=O (i,i)=1

For smal! o.r , i.pm can he approximated hy

cos(o.1' ) 1 1r

i.pm. = -arctan . (0. ) ~ -arctan- = --2'
sm r 00

(5.16)

(5.17)

(5.18)

From (2.15) we know that I:m I:i,i(1minkj = M. For small Or we have proved
in section 5.1 that the eigenvector !l1 helonging to the nonzero eigenvalue À~ equals
*[1,1, ... ,1,1jf. Since all the other eigenvectors are perpendicular to ~1 (see Fig. 18)
we can prove that

M

L (~i~);,i = 0, 'Vm E [2,··., M].
(i,j)=1

(5.19)

By closely examining the product 2.m~~ with!lm 1. 11 we notice that 2:(i,i)(~min);,j=
O.

Figure 18: ~2 up to and including ~M with respect to 1
1

The sum of the elements on the i-th row of the matrix tni~ reads qm.i Lj qm.,j'

Since 2.m J. ~l' we can write

1 M
!l11m = !lJ L qm,j = 0, Vm E [2,···, M],

V lVI )=1

(5.20)

and therefore the sum of all the elements of the matrix 1min equals O. So ai = Af
and a~ up to and including aL equal O.
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r:
Ic
f

0 Amplitude Phase

On A:I~B «Ox + On)2 + 'xn-~ arctan (-(rl.dOn)2+2>'1 )
2(0.. +On)

On A2~B«Ox - On)2 + 'xn-~ -arctan (-(0.. -On)2+2>.I)
2(0.. -On)

20x - On A2~B«Ox _ On)2 + ,X~)-t arctan (-(O.. -On )2+2>'1 )
2(0.. -On)

20x + On A'~B«Ox + OnF + ,X~tî -arctan (-(0.. +On)'+2>'1 )
2(n..+On)

Table 3: Contributions of each frequency component for IOx ± On I~ 1 and 'xm ~ 1

Summarizing we can reflace Table 2 by Table 3 for IOx ± Onl ~ 1 and 'xm ~ 1.
Substitution of 'xl = 0';+ ~ M results in a general simple expression for the amplitude

(5.21 )

Some properties can be inferred from Table 3:

• For 'xl ~ IOx ± On I the amplitude of the frequency components is proportional
to IOx ± Onl-l.

• For decreasing 0';, 'xl will decrease and the amplitude of the frequency compo
nents will increase.

• For ,x; :»- 0'; and ,x; :»- IOx - On I the amplitude of a frequency component is
approximated by ~. Notice that in this case the amplitude is only dependent on
B. The B dependency cannot disappear because the original difference equation
is linear in Nk •

• For Inx - nni :»- 'xl we can approximate the phase from Table 3 by

(5.22)

The two contributions for the component with frequency On then have the same
phase and therefore add up as

In the other cases where Inx - Onl ~ 'xl does not hold, the amplitude of the
component with frequency On in Èk can be calculated using the goniometrical
formula

11 sineQ + cP) = 11 cos( cP) sin(Ox) +11 sine cP) cos(Ox)'
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We then obtain the amplitude

J(VI cos( 4>d + V2 cos( <1>2))2 + (1/1 sin( 4>1) + V2 sin( <1>2))2, (5.24)

where Vl.2 and if>l,2 are respectively the amplitude and phase of the first and the
second component with frequency On in Table 3.

• Since the amplitude is linear in N k we can apply superposition. If Nk contains
multiple frequency components, we can calculate the amplitude response for
each individual frequency component in N". In the final solution these results
can be added.

• The amplitude is independent of o'~.

5.2.1 Convergence with partially determinist ie excitations

All calculations in this section are performed under the assumption that Ni and X/c
are uncorrelated. In that case the model introduced in section 2.1 is valid, and under
the right conditions for X/c the Wiener solution is obtained in the mean. Since, in
contrast to the normal operation of an adaptive filter where only stochastic signals are
used we use partly deterministic signais, we will check in this section if convergence
in the mean and the mean-squared sense is obtained. In each simulation we calculate
the varianee clUJ. of the difference vector~. The initia! filter coefficients are set to
.3Qo = Q. and the (unknown) Wiener solution to :Ylo"t = [1, ... , 1]'. Furthermore we set
A = 0.03, B = 0.1, ~ = 0.01, ~ = 0.011 and O'~ = O. The simulations are performed
for (1; = 0.0001, 0.001 and 0.01. The result of the simulations is shown in Fig. 19.

10 r--.....--......,...---..--..--......------.--.....--......----,

8

--0'; = 0.0001

- . 0'2 =0.001:r

0'2 =0.01:r

6

- .....

2 .
I
I
I

I

0
0 200 ~ ~ ~ I~ 1~ 1~ I~ 1~ ~

k

Figure 19: Convergence to the Wiener solution with M = 10, 1Qopt = 1, 1Qo = Q.,
A =0.03, B =0.1, !J: =0.01, ~ =0.011 and (1~ =0.01

We conclude that the convergence is indeed obtained. For k =0 the variance of Qo

equals 10 because, as a consequence of!Qo =Q we obtain Qo =YLopt - .3Qo = YLopt. The
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fastest convergence is obtained for a large value of (1;. We notice that the frequency
Or +On appears in the varianee of~. This is obvious because ~ originates from the
product NiXi as in (3.12) which contains a component with freq'Jency Or +On'

5.3 Synchronie detection

To obtain the amplitude and phase of a specifie frequency in the signal É'n synchronic
detection is used. To detect a frequency 0 the two averages Ük = E7=o Ui and tik =
E7=o Vi are calculated where,

Uk = 2 sin(Ok )Êkl

Uk = 2 cos(Ok)Êk•

(5.25)

(5.26)

After a sufficient large averaging period, tik and tik have stabilized to ti and ti respec
tively. Noise components in Ék have faded away. The amplitude and the phase of the
frequency component 0 in È k is then easily calculated by means of

Ampl

Phase

= ";ti2+ v 2,
ti

- arctan-.
ti

(5.27)

(5.28)

The advantage of this method is that the averages Ük and tik can be iteratively updated

tik+l = iÜk + Uk
(5.29)

i + 1
,

tik+! = itik + Vk
(5.30)

i + 1

In this way large averaging periods can be used to obtain accurate values for ti and v.
An alternative for obtaining the amplitude of a frequency component would be to

apply the Fast-Fourier-Transform (FFT) to a finite row of samples Èk • This method
has two major disadvantages in comparison to synchronie detection.

• It is neccessary to store Êk after each iteration. After a sufficient number of
iterations the n points FFT can be applied to the obtained sequence. Apart from
the memory problem it is not possible to determine during the iteration process,
whether sufficient iterations are executed. With synchronie detection however,
this can be calculated every iteration. In this way the rate of convergence of ti
and ti can be used to determine the minimum number of iterations.

• With the FFT we can only obtain the correct amplitude for very specific fre
quencies. In the case of a smooth spectrum this is no problem. But in the case
the spectrum contains aspectral line at a discrete frequency 0 the FFT sample
period ~ must equal ~ where i is an integer. For spectra with spectrallines at
multiple discrete frequencies this becomes a problem, especial1y if n is limited
to a power of 2. Moreover, the FFT calculates the amplitude at n frequencies.
With synchronie detection we only extract the frequencies of interest, viz., On
and 20r ± On'
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5.4 Experiments with partially deterministic signals

To verify the theory in section 5.2, some representative simulations will be discussed.
We have seen that in the case of the FOS the signal Êk contains three frequency
components, viz., 2f2z ± f2n and f2 n • .

The phase is considered only for the component with frequency On because only
this frequency component is composed of multiple parts. Two simulations are per
formed while the amplitude of the components with frequency 20z ± On and f2n is
calculated by means of synchronic detection as weIl as by (5.21). Since (5.21) is in
dependent of O'~, we set O'~ = 0 to prevent averaging errors during the synchronic
detection as much as possible. The two simulations are:

1. The amplitude A of the sinusoid in X is changed from 0 to 0.1 in steps of 0.01
with ~ = 0.01 and ~ = 0.011. The amplitude B of the sinusoid in N is set to
0.1. This experiment is performed for 0'; = 0.0001,0.001 and 0.01.

2. The amplitude A of the sinusoid in X is set to 0.03 and the frequency !J; = 0.01.
~ is ranging from 0.0105 up to and including 0.015 for 0'; = 0.0001,0.001 and
0.01. The amplitude B of the sinusoid in N is again set to 0.1.

All the simulation results are obtained after 10.000 iterations and incorporated in
Appendix D. As indicated in the captions, in almost all cases the left figure is the graph
obtained by means of (5.21) and the right graph is obtained by means of simulations.

5.4.1 The component with frequency 2f2z - f2 n

To examine the behaviour of the amplitude of the component with frequency 2f2z - On,
the above mentioned simulations are performed. We notice that for a sufficiently large
amplitude A the first-order approximation does not hold anymore. This property was
already discussed in section 3.5. For A = 0.03 however, the first-order approximation
is still good. Therefore the second simulation is performed for A = 0.03. Notice that
the simulations match the calculated graphs very weIl. In the second simulation we
see that under the right conditions the amplitude is limited by ~ = 0.05 as predicted.

5.4.2 The component with frequency 2f2z +On

Analogous to the previous section, now the amplitude of the component with fre
quency 2f2z +On is calculated while the first simulation is performed. We notice that
in the range where the first-order approximation holds the amplitude of the compo
nent is negligible compared to the component with frequency 2f2z +On' The second
simulation revealed that the amplitude is in the range of the noise level. Since the
noise does not average out perfectly we obtain values which are not representative.
Therefore, only the calculated amplitude for the second simulation is incorporated in
Appendix D.

5.4.3 The component with frequency On

The component with frequency f2n in Êk is the superposition of the first two compo
nents in Table 3. We hàve already shown that the components have the same phase
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under the considered approximations. First the amplitude of the component with fre
quency n" in the signal Ëk is calculated and simulated for both experiments. In the

- total error signal elc a third component with frequency On arises. This is the original
component which is of interest in interference eancellation. Since

(5.31)

the error signal elc contains three parts with frequency nno After synchronie detection
we obtain the amplitude of the component with frequency nn in elc~. In the
simulations we notice that the obtained amplitude of the component with frequency
fl" in elc~ is nothing more than an additional offset B of the amplitude obtained
from ËIc as a results of the negligible phase.

According to (5.31), we ean derive the amplitude of the component with frequency
nn in elc apart from the factor ~. Since we are only interested in the amplitudes
obtained from ËIc with respect to the amplitude B, the factor~ is of no interest.

5.4.4 Other frequency components

As a results of the first-order approximation, other frequency components such as
2vn: ± On, 'Vv > 1 are not considered. The amplitude of these frequency components
is negligible for small amplitude of X. However for a large amplitude A of the signal
X, the first-order approximation does not hold any more and these frequencies cannot
be neglected anymore. In Fig. 20 the Fourier spectrum obtained by means of the FFT
of Ëk is shown for A = 0.5, B = 0.1, O'~ = 0,0'; = 0.0001,0: = 0.01 and On =0.011.

r-.:l
r-.:l - -:0 ~ 0) ~ 00 0)

0 00 r-.:l 0..... :0!l :0 .- :0 ..... :0 :0 :0 :0 :011 oW !l
I !l !l !l !l !l !l !l !l

I + I + I + I + I +.....
oW ..... :0 :0:s ..... oW ..... ..... :0 :0 :0 :0
1 ~ j:S oW oW ;:

:s I :s I I ;s ;s ;s ;s ;s ;s

0 0.02 0.04 n 0.08 0.\ 0.12
2,f

Figure 20: Fourier spectrum of Ëk

The frequencies are indieated in Fig. 20. Notiee that the amplitudes whieh are
shown are not representative because as we observed in section 5.3, as a consequence
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of the limited number of detectabie frequencies the amplitudes obtained by means of
the FFT are not always the right ones. The amplitude for 2nx - nn for instanee is
too small.

5.4.5 Generalization to other signals N and X

In the previous section we only considered a signal N and X with a single frequency
component. We will now make a generalization for signals N and X containing
multiple frequency components.

• If the signal N contains multiple sinusoids, the result of the amplitude for a
frequency component in N can easily be extracted from the obtained results
where N contains only one frequency component. If the signal N contains mul
tiple frequencies in the range [nn,min'" On,max) and the signal X contains one
frequency component at Or and a noise signal, the frequencies nn are weighted
according to Table 3 and we obtain four contributions in the signal Ek:

1. The original signal N which now is a band limited signal with frequencies
ranging from [nn,min'" nn.mar). This signal is not distorted

2. The extra contributions as a results of the nonlinearities at the frequencies
ranging from [!1 n ,min ... !1n ,max]

3. The extra contributions as a results of the nonlinearities at the frequencies
ranging from 2nr - [!1n,min ... On,mar]

4. The extra contributions as a results of the nonlinearities at the frequencies
ranging from 20x + [On,min ... nn,mar]

See Fig. 21 for a graphical representation.

f2n ,mt'n On,max

\ /
0 t Or On 20x 2!1,r +!1n

20,r - On

Figure 21: The signal Ek for a band limited signal N

In the case of multiple contributions at single frequencies the amplitude contri
butions can be added in the case the phase~ O.
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• Extending the results for a more general description of the signal X is somewhat
more difficult. If X contains more sinusoids we will have to make a new calcul
tation for Rn. Apart from that, we will have to use Table 2 for m E {I,··· , M}.
This situation is not discussed here because no simple calculations can he made.
Moreover , new experiments will not lead to a better insight concerning the es
sential nonlinearities.
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6 The difference equation in Ek

Until now the error signal Ek was derived from the difference vector Uk by means of
Ek = rl&. First!!k has to be calculated, before Ek can be obtained. It is however
possible to create a difference equation only dependent on Xk, Nk and Ek. To derive
this equation we start with

(6.1 )

Rearrangement and substituting Êk results in

!!k+l - !!k - (Xl!!k)& + Nk&
- Uk - & (Kl!!k) + Nk&
= !!k - (Êk - Nk)&,

(6.2)

we write the i-th component vL,; of !!k-,; as

1l.k-,; - !!k-,;-l - (Êk-';-1 - Nk-,;-l )&-';-1

,;
vL,; - v~+L(Ek-I-Nk-I)Xk-l-i+l' iE{I,···,M}. (6.3)

1=1

The error signal Ek = XkYk at time k - j now reads as

M

Ek -,; = L VL,;Xk-j-i+1
i=1

(6.4)

- - - t
Next, we construct the vectors ~~ = [Ek"'" Ek- M] and L = [Xl, Xk-M]. Notice
that these vectors are of length M +1. Substituting Êk - i for each component of &
results in

M

& =L (Vl:Îk-i+l - D(k,i):Îk_i+l),
Î=1

(6.5)

where D(k,i) is a diagonal matrix. The j-th element j E {I,···,M + I} on the
diagonal equals El=1 (Nk-l - Êk - I )Xk-l-i+1' The next step is removing the vector
v~:Îk-i+1 50 the difference equation contains no terms that are a function of Vk. In
order to achieve this, we multiply (6.5) with a vector g/. The vector ~ has the property
that v1.{ltL_i+1 = 0, Vi E {I"" , M}. The vector ~ with length M + 1 is orthogonal
to the M vectors L. The latter M vectors fill at maximum an M-dimensional space
inside an (M + 1)-dimensional space. The M-dimensional space arises when X k is
a zero mean white noise process. It is always possible to choose the vector Q in the
remaining dimension. This reasoning is illustrated in Fig.22.
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"

Figure 22: Choice of the vector ~

The flnal difference equation for any M now reads as

M

!lb + LQtD(k,i)~_i+l = 0,
i=l

or when eliminating the vector products

(6.6)

M M M+l M-l

L aiEk-i+l + 2)Nk- i - Ek-i) L ai L X k- i-/Xk- i-l+i-2 = O. (6.i)
i=l i=l i=i+l /=0

In this case the derivation of the explicit expression for Eic is reduced to a problem of
obtaining the vector Q. In Appendix E the difference equation iS.derived for M = 1
up to and including 4. For M = 1 the difference equation reads

(6.8)

When we write Ek in an explicit form, (6.8) reads as

(6.9)

Since X ic is a stationary signal with zero mean, it is possible that X Ic - 1 = 0 which at
first sight results in Eic - 00. However, when we examine (6.9) with respect to Ek - 1

we notice that

(6.10)

since X k - 1 =O. So no instability occurs for Eic - 0 in (6.9).
In a similar way it can he shown that no instability occurs for M > 1. Simulations

of (6.7) for M = 1 up to and including M =4 revealed no instability. Moreover, the
simulation results of (6.7) and XlQk where Qk is obtained by means of (3.1) match
within the accuracy of the computer. Since both results are the same these simulations
are not included in this report.
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7 Random sequences

In the experiments we made use of random sequences to simulate noise processes.
These are sequences x of random numbers {... Xk-l, Xk, Xk+l •.• }. A random sequence
is generated by way of a very predictabie device, the computer. Multiple runs with
a computer generated random sequence as an input of an application should produce
the same stochastic results at the output. Which requirements are to be made for
letting a random sequence be a truly random one?

7.1 What is a random sequence?

A sequence earning the predicate "random" must satisfy the following condition,

An arbitrary element from the sequence may not be related in any way
with any other element from the sequence. So, given all the elements from
the sequence but Xk, it is impossible to deterrnine Xk.

The elements of a random sequence are therefore statistically independent. Since all
elements of the sequence originate from the same process the sequence is ergodic, i.e.
the ensemble average equals the time average. As we have seen in section 2.1.2 statis
tical independency implies that different elements from the sequence are uncorrelated,
so

(7.1 )

(7.2)

Due to ergodicity the power or variance of the sequence can be calculated from one
realisation by means of

[ 2] 2 1" 1~ 2E Xk = Ur = lm - L..JXi'
n-oo n Î=O

A sequence approximating this condition is called a "pseudo-random sequence". The
distribution of a random sequence is often uniform. In [7] it is explained how an
arbitrary distribution F can be obtained from a sequence with uniform distributed
elements. In this report only uniform distributions are considered.

7.2 The standard computer random sequence generator

The standard random sequence generators build in computers are mostly linear con
gruential generators. These apply the recurrent relation

Xk = (axk_l +c)modulom. (7.3)

Here m is called the modulus, a the multiplier and c the increment. m, a and c
are positive integers. By way of this relation a random sequence with a number of
elements between 0 and m -1 can be generated. In the case of an uniform distribution
between 0 and 1 the generators output is Xk/m E [0,1 >. With a, c and m properly
chosen, the sequence's period maximally equals mand all possible integer values
between 0 and m - 1 will occur onee in this period. Since the sequence is cyc1ic,
with any arbitrary initial value (seed) Xo chosen from the possible outputs the same
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sequence is generated. Only the start in the sequence changes. An advantage of
the linear congruental method is its speed. A disadvantage is that the sequence is
not free from correlation in the t-dimensional space. Correlation in the t-dimensional
space represents the correlation between all t successive elements from the random
sequence. Another disadvantage is that the quality of a random sequence is computer
dependent.

1.3 The spectral test

The spectral test is known as the most stringent condition which a "truly" random
sequence must satisfy. A "good" sequence passes this test and a "bad" one does
not. In the case of a truly uncorrelated sequence the m individual elements from the
sequence tend to fill an m-dimensional space in a statistical sense. Each element is
orthogonal to any other element because (7.1) is satisfied. When the all t successive
elements from the sequence are plotted in a t-dimensional space, then the plot consists
of m points. Also the last m - t points have t successors because the sequence is cyclic.
A 2- and 3-dimensional plot for a linear congruental generator is illustrated in Fig. 23.

(a)

Figure 23: (a) 2- and (b) 3-dimensional plot of a random sequence

However, the complete t-dimensional hyperplane contains m t possible points. In
the case of non-repeating random sequences all m t points occur with equal probability.
Here, with increasing t, the corresponding t-dimensional space will be less filled. It
turns out that the points can he connected with (t - 1)-dimensional hyperplanes. At
most there are Vt =milt such hyperplanes. This maximum is achieved when the points
are arranged according to a cuhic lattice. In that case the t-dimensional accuracy l/Vt,
which is the maximum distance between (t - 1)-dimensional hyperplanes, taken over
all possible (t - 1)-dimensional hyperplanes that cover the m points is -mI =m -I/t.

llc

This is illustrated in Fig. 24 for t =2 and m = 25.
Consider a random sequence with an l-dimensional accuracy of 1/3 = 3-1

/
1

• So
m =3 in that case. If we want the same accuracy of 1/3 for all 3 successive elements
from the sequence, then the length of the sequence must he m = 21 since 27- 1/ 3 =
1/3. Experiments have shown that for V2 up to and including V4 the most important
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Figure 24: l-dimensional hyperplanes

disefficiencies are revealed [6]. In practical situations it is sufficient to perform the
test for t ~ 6. We notice, that it is not true that a sequence which satifies the spectral
test for t = tI also satisfies for t ~ tI, The spectral test is a theoretical test. Only for
the relation (7.3) with known parameter a, we have an algorithm [6] for checking the
correlation in t-dimensional space. However, in most cases the multiplier or even the
relation of the computer random number generator is unknown.

7.4 A random sequence generator free of correlation in t-
space

The best would be a generator which satisfies the spectral test for t = 1 up to and
including t = 6. Since standard computer random number generators often do not
satisfy this condition [7,6], an improvement can be obtained by performing an extra
operation on the lineair congruential random number computer generator. Therefore
the algorithm of "Bays and Durham" , recommended in [6) and its implementation
given in [7], is used. The new sequence is called "RanD". Even a "bad" computer
random number sequence turns into a good sequence. 50 the quality of a random
sequence will be much less computer dependent.

The algorithm performs four operations (Fig. 25).

o-+ Initialization: FiU a table V of length n and the pointer i with computer supplied
entries.

1 -+ Scale the pointer i between 1 and n.

2 -+ Select output entry number i from the tabIe.

3 -+ Renew the table entry Vi with the computer supplied random generator. Set i
to \Ii. Then go to step 1.
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System Supplied Random
Number Generator ®

1------. ®
CD

~ ... ...~

CID 1--------------'

Output RanD

Figure 25: Shuffling routine based on the algorithm of Bays and Durham

The algorithm is very easy to implement and will not be much slower than the com
puter supplied random generator. The length n of the table is arbitrary. In practice,
n = 96 is often used.

7.5 Checking the correlation in i-dimensional space of the
random sequence

The "Maximum-of-t-test" [6] is a way of checking the correlation in t-dimensional
space. For a specific t a sequence V with elements

Vi = max(Xtj, Xtj+b ... , X(t+l)j-d (7.4)

is generated from the sequence x. Notice that this sequence contains information
about t successive elements from the sequence x. Next the "Kolmogorov-Smirnov"
test [6,7] is applied to the sequence {'Io,"" Vn-d. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
compares the distribution function Fv(j) of Vi with its theoretical distribution func
tion F(i). The distribution function Fv(i) of Vi is generated by sorting the sequence
V is ascending order and assigning the distribution value ~ to Vi, where j is the index
of the sequence. Vi has the theoretical distribution function F( i) = i t because

(7.5)

The distribution function Fv(i) of Vi obtained from RanO for t E [1,2"",6] is de
picted in Fig. 26. The length of the sequence is 500.
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Figure 26: Distribution function Fv{ i) of Yj with respect to t

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test supplies the maximum distance d = maxIFv(i) 
F(i)l. In this way loeal non-random behaviour can be detected by means of d. For
large values of n the distribution function of d is approximated by

(i.6)

where a and 1 are sealing parameters. The non-random behaviour will diminish with
increasing n. As a compromise n = 1000 is often used. By exeeuting this test a large
number of times (e.g. 1000) and then applying the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test again
on the obtained values di with the theoretical distribution function Foo(d) we are able
to detect both local and global non-random behaviour. We choose Q and 1 such that
Foo (d1%) =0.01 and Foo (d99%) =0.99. We then obtain

(7.7)

and
In 0.99

a= ,
-2(d1% -')')2

(7.8)

(7.9)

with
Q = InO.99.

In 0.01
See Fig. 27 for an illustration of Foo(d) and Fd(d) for the Turbo Pascal supplied
random number sequence "RandTP" and t = 1.

Table 4 gives the results of the test for three random generators for t = 1 up to
and including 6. The three random generators are "RandTP", "RanD" and "Ran!".
The "Rani" sequenee [ij is a portable generator which outputs a random sequence
independent of the computer supplied random number generator.
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t RandTP RanO Ranl
d d d

1 0.03951 0.07421 0.05976
2 0.12749 0.10967 0.09275
3 0.10054 0.04297 0.01751
4 0.04155 0.10436 0.05112
5 0.08402 0.06290 0.04091
6 0.09819 0.07280 0.07137

Table 4: Maximum-of-t-test for "RandTP", "RanD" and "Rani"

In Fig. 28 these values are represented in a graph.
The smaller the values for d the better the degree of randomness. We notice that

"Ranl" has the best results followed by "RanO" and finally "RandTP". Since "Rani"
is much more slower than "RanD", we prefer to use "RanD" in the experiments. Since
"RandTP" and "RanD" are computer dependent the results of "RandTP" and "RanD"
in Table 4 will be computer dependent. For these experiments we used a "IBM-PS2
Model 80 386".

Appendix F gives the source code of a Turbo-Pascal program which performs the
max-of-t-test for a random number sequence x for at = 1 up to and including maxt.

7.6 Autocorrelation

Another important check is the autocorrelation function of the random sequence. In
this experiment the autocorrelation of the "RandTP" sequence, the "RanD" sequence
and the "Ranl" sequence are calculated. The sequences are of length 1000. The
autocorrelations ra up to and including r999 are calculated and normalized to ra. The
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Figure 29: Autocorrelation funtion of RanO

autocorrelation of RanO is depicted in Fig. 29.
To compare the three sequences, we calculate y(x) = L:f=l rr for each sequence. In

this way we can detect a discontinuity in the autocorrelation functions. The results
are shown in Fig. 30.

Since r; decreases for increasing x, the graphs converge to a constant value. As we
can see in Fig. 30, "RanD" has the best results. For all x the graph "RanO" is below
the graphs of "RandTP" and "Ranl". However, in this case there is no significant
difference between the three sequences.
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7.7 Multiple random sequences

When two or more independent random sequences are needed they cannot he con·
structed from one random sequence like

Yi = { ••• X Xz •.• } },' n, n,

Yi = { ... , Xn+i, XZn+i," .}

YN - { .•• , Xn+N, X2n+N, ••• }

(7.10)

where N denotes the numher of random sequences. The sequences Yi will he less
random than the original sequence x. According to [6], for N > 10 the results will
improve. To ohtain multiple independent random sequences a routine is written in
Turho-Pascal which initializes independent random sequences with different seeds.
This routine as weIl as other random numher routines is implemented as a Unit and
incorporated in Appendix G.

7.8 Varianee of the uniform noise process

The processes used in the simulations are uniformly distruhuted. Coloured noise pro
cesses are AR( 1) and have the parameters P. (poie) and 0'; (output variance). The
actua! generation of an AR(1) process is hy means of a random numbers which are uni
formly distributed. Using (2.60), the hounds [-~, ~ > of the uniform distribution
in Fig. 31 are obtained hy

(7.11)

So, given the variance and the pole of the AR( 1) process we are no able to scale the
random generators output between [-lf-, lf- >.
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Figure 31: uniform distribution
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8 Conclusions and recommendations

• The error signalof the adaptive filter system is linear in nk and therefore the
error signal ek can be calcu1ated as a superposition of tbe error signa1s resu1ting
from individual components of nk.

• A sound mathematica1 derivation of the convergence properties of the LMS
algoritbm is not yet succesfully obtained. The thusfar mildest conditions whicb
have to be imposed on the input signal Xk to obtain convergence in the mean(
squared) sense of the filter coefficients are given by [39]:

- Xk not completely deterministic within M coefficients; the signal Xk has to
contain enough frequencies to address all the eigenvalues of the autocorre
lation matrix R.

• Using a priori knowledge of the unknown filter, it is possible to choose the input
signal such that initial convergence properties improve (see section 3.3.1). The
final rate of converge is only dependent on the statistical properties of Xk.

• As a consequence of the nonlinearity of the difference equation there are sit
uations where the designer has to he carefull when "choosing" Xk and nk. In
the case the signals Ik and nk contain sufficiently large spectral density at some
frequencies, the frequencies of nk and Xk whieh are close to one other can, be
cause of the low pass character of the adaptive filter result in relatively large
distorsions. A formula whieh can he used for small X k in the case X k contains
one component at frequency nn with amplitude A and a background noise level
with varianee a; is

4J(nx + nn)2 + (a; + ~. M)2

where B is the amplitude of a component with frequency nn and M is the
number of taps used by the FIR filter. Due to the approximation for small
X k , every component in Nk results in 3 distorted components. The essential
nonlinearities of the adaptive filter are hereby indicated, but for other input
signals Xk where the calculation is more difficult, we refer to Table 3.

• When using a random number generator, he sure that the degree of randomness
is sufficiently large. A pseudo random number generator can lead to inexplicable
results. The maximum-of-t-test is a way of checking a sequence for correlation
in t-space.
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Appendix A. Diagonalization of TI

Define the shifting matrix

o 1 0 0 0
o 0 1 0 0

n=
o

o 1
1 0 .... , .... 0

(A.l)

A property of this matrix is that multiplication of TI with a vector results in acyclic
shift of the vector. So, when g/ = [all"" aM] then TIg = [a2"'" aM, ad t

• Multipli
cating TI with a matrix A therefore results in a cyclic shift of each individual column
in the matrix A. Choose A = po, with po the "conjungated Fourier matrix". The
element PkI on the k-th row and I-th column is defined as,

Po __1_ ilf(k-l)(l-l)
k,l - me .

The FOUTier matrix P has some specific properties:

(A.2)

(A.S)

• P = P t
• This property follows directly from (A.2) when the indices I and k are

exchanged. Therfore Pk,1 = F/,k'

• p-l = Fo. For proof we multiplicate both sides with the Fouriermatrix P. The
equality then reads as 1= P*P. Substitution of (A.2) into poPresults in

M-l 1 M-l

(FO Pkl = L P;,iPi,1 = M L e-it1 (I-k)i = h,l' (A.3)
i~O i=O

These properties are usefull when diagonalizing n. We inspect the individual elements
of the matrix TIP*

(TIPO)k,1 = ..;~ ej'tJk(l-l). (AA)

Comparison of np* with po shows that the first column of lIpo equals that of po,
while the second column differs exp j ~. Generally the i-th column of np- differs
expj~(i - 1) with the i-th column of P*. This process can be written as p*n where

0t1 o2"(~-1)n = diag(l,e' , ... ,e' ).

So np* = pon = lIF-l. Finally we obtain

n = p-np.

Therefore we may conclude that n can be diagonalized.
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Appendix B. Deriving R from the "Yule-Walker"
equations

By means of a MATLAB™program the correlations r., can he derived from the co
efficients of an autoregressive process. Therefore the coefficient matrix from (2.57) is
constructed and the coefficients Wk are suhstituted. The MATLAB™program reads
as

y'FUNCTION [R.ev.ev.vari] = yulev(v,pover)
Y.v I: coefficient vector. !he length of v determines the size of
y'the autocorrelation matrix.
Y.The variance of the output signal is normalised to 'tpover"
Y.The function outputs the autocorrelation matrix R and the
Y.variance of the zero mean vhite noise input process.
Y.function [R,vari] = yulev(v,pover)
M = length(v);
A = toeplitz([-l zeros(l.M)],[-l v zeros(l,M)]);
B = diag(ones(l,M»;
B = [B zeros(M,l) fliplr(-B)];
r = [A;B]\[zeros(l.M) -1 zeros(l.M)]';
r = r(M+l:2*M,l);
varia:pover/r(l);
r""r*vari;
R I: toeplitz(r);
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Appendix C. Simulations of the FOS and the SOS

The graphs in this appendix are the results of the simulations from Table 1 in sec
tion 3.5.
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Appendix D. Simulations and calculations for par
tially deterministic signals

The graphs in this appendix are the results of the simulations described in section
5.4.
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amplitude of the component with fre
quency 2n~ + n" as a function of ~
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Figure 55: Simulation 1: Calculated
amplitude of the component with fre
quency n" as a function of A

Figure 56: Simulation 1: Simulated
amplitude of the component with fre
quency n" as a function of A
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Figure 57: Simulation 2: Calculated
amplitude of the component with fre
quency 2f2 r + f2n as a function of ~

Figure 58: Simulation 2: Simulated
amplitude of the component with fre·
quency 2f2 r + f2n as a function of ~
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Figure 59: Simulation 1: Calculated
amplitude of the total component with
frequency f2n as a function of A

Figure 60: Simulation 1: Simulated
amplitude of the tota1 component with
frequency On as a function of A
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Figure 62: Simulation 2: Simulated
amplitude of the total component with
frequency On as a function of ~
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Appendix E. Explicite difference equation for Ek

In this appendix an explicite difference equatian far Êk will be derived far M = 1 up
ta and including 4. As we have seen in sectian 5 the essence is deriving the vector Q

which has ta be chosen arthogonal to L-i+l' Vi E {1, ... , M} .

• M= 1
~ t tb = [Xk, Xk- l ] and Q = [al, a2) .

We chaose g orthaganal ta ~-i-l sa that gtL_i_1 = 0 far i = 1. By simply
setting !lX = 0 we abtain Q = [Xk _ ll -Xk ]t. Accarding ta (6.7) the difference
equation far M == 1 results in

(E.1)

~ = [Xk, X k- l , X k_2]t and g = (al, a2, a3]t.

We have two constraints gtL-i+l = 0 for i = 1,2. g can be abtained by
performing the crass product Xk X ~-l which reads as

g=
fl f2

Xk X k- l

X k - l X k - 2

(E.2)

where fl, f2 and f3 denote the base vectors in a 3-dimensional space. The
elements of the vector g = al fl + a2f2 + a3f3 read as

al - X k- I X k- 3 - X k- 2X k- 2,
a2 = X k- I X k- 2 - X kX k- 3,

a3 = Xk X k-2 - Xk-1Xk-l.

Ta avoid a camplex natation we further denate Xk-i by Xi, Êk - i by Êi and N k - i
by Ni. The difference equation for M = 2 naw reads as

alÊO +a2ÈI +a3Ê2 + (nI - Êd[a2(x~ +xn +a3(xlx2 + X2 X3)] +
~ 2 2

(n2 - E2)[a3(x2+ X3)]. (E.3)

• M = 3
~ t tLU = [Xo, Xl, X 2, X 3) and g = [al, a2, a3, a4) .

In this case there are three canstraints, namely gt&-1+1 =0 far i =1,2,3. As
was the case far M = 2 we can put these canstraints in a determinant form.
This determinant reads as

fl f2 f3 f4

X o Xl X2 X 3 (EA)g=
Xl X2 X3 X4

X2 X3 X4 Xs
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The elements of !! are

al = Xl (X3Xs - X 4X4) +X2(X3X 4 - X 2Xs)+ X 3 (X2X4 - X 3 X 3 )

a2 = X O(X4X 4 - X 3X s) +X2(XIX s - X 2X4 ) + X3(X2X 3 - X IX 4 )

a3 = XO(X2X S - X3X4 ) + Xl (X2X4 - XIXs ) + X3(XIX3 - X2X 2 )

a4 = X O(X3X3 - X 2X4) +Xl (XIX4 - X 2X3 ) + X 2(X2X 2 - X IX3)

Substituting !! in (6.7) results in the difference equation for M = 3

alÉo+ a2 ÉI +a3É2+a4É3+
- 222(nI - EI)[a2(XI +X 2 +X3) + a3(XIX 2 + X 2X3+X 3X4) +

a4(XI X3+ X 2X4+X3X S )] +
- 222(n2 - E2)[a3(X2+ X3 +X4)+a4(X2 X3+ X 3 X4+X4Xs)] +
- 222(n3 - E3)[a4(X3 + X4 + Xs )] = 0 (E.5)

• M=4
- t t2i..Jc = [Xo, Xl! X2, X 3 , X4] and ~ = [al! a2, a3, a4, as] .

The four constraints ~{g.k-i+l = 0 for i E {I, ... ,4}, in matrix notation read as

fl f2 E3 E4 ES

Xo Xl X2 X 3 X4
!!= Xl X 2 X 3 X4 Xs (E.6)

X2 X3 X4 Xs Xs
X3 X4 X s Xs X 7

Since the complexity grows with increasing M we do not expand the determinant
but express the elements of!! in sub-determinants

Xl X2 X3 X 4 Xo X2 X 3 X4
X 2 X 3 X4 X s Xl X 3 X4 Xs

al = X 3 X4 X s Xs
a2 = X2 X4 X s Xs

X4 Xs Xs X 7 X 3 Xs Xs X 7

Xo Xl X3 X 4 Xo Xl X2 X 4
Xl X 2 X 4 X s Xl X2 X 3 Xs

a3 = X 2 X 3 X s Xs
a4 = X 2 X3 X 4 Xs

X3 X4 X6 X 7 X 3 X4 Xs X 7

Xo Xl X 2 X 3

Xl X 2 X 3 X 4
as = X 2 X 3 X 4 Xs

X 3 X 4 Xs Xs

Finally the difference equation for M = 4 reads as

alÉO + a2ÉI + a3Ë2 + a4É3 + aSÉ4 +
(nI - Éd[a2(Xi + xi + X; + X;) +a3(X1X 2+X 2X3 + X3 X4 + X4X S ) +
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a4(X1X 3 + X 2 X4+X 3 X S+ X4X 6 ) +aS(X1 X4+ X 2 X S+ XaXs +X4X7 )] +
(n2 - Ê2)[aa(Xi +xi +X~ +X;) +a4(X2Xa+ X aX4+X 4X S+ XsXs ) +

aS(X2 X 4 + XaXsX4 X 6 +X SX 7 )] +
(na - Ê3)[a4(X; +X~ +X; +xJ) +aS(X3X4+x4X S+ X SX6 +X6X7)] +

- 222
(n4 - E4 )[aS(X3 +X 4 +Xs )] =0 (E.7)
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Appendix F. Maximum-of-t-test

The Max-of-t-test is performed for three random number generators, "RandTP" ,
"RanO" and "Ran}": The resûlts are displayed on the screen. The output consists of d
and P(d) which is the probability that the theoretical and the simulated distribution
function are the same (See [7]). The unit "Stochast" is defined in Appendix G.

PROGRAM MAX-OF-t-TEST;
Uses Crt, Stochast;

CONST N
Mut
MuRel

= 1000;
= 6;
= 1000;

{length of sequences (Typ.1000)}
{t=l up to and including Mut}
{number of realisations for
second run (Typ.l000)}

TYPE glarray = array[l .. N] Of Double;

VAR V, ResD
t,
Count,
fselect,
Rel,
Choice
U,
QQ,
offs,
alpha,
Prob, 0
j

: glArray;

Integer;

Double;
LongInt ;

PROCEDURE sort(n: integer; VAR ra: glarray);
LABEL 99;
VAR l,j,ir,i: integer;

rra: Double;
BEGIN

1 := (n DIV 2)+1;

ir := n;
WHILE true DO
BEGIN

IF (1 > 1) THEN
BEGIN

1 := 1-1;
rra := ra[l]

END ELSE
BEGIN

rra := ra[ir];
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ra[ir] := ra[l];
ir := ir-1;
IF (ir = 1) THEN
BEGIN

ra[l] := rra;
GOTO 99;

END
END;
i := 1;
j : .. 1+1;
WHILE (j <= ir) DO
BEGIN

IF (j < ir) THEN
IF (ra[j] < ra[j+l]) THEN j := j+1;
IF (rra < ra[j]) THEN
BEGIN

ra[i] := ra[j];
i : = j;
j := j+j;

END ELSE j := ir+1;
END;
ra[i] := rra

END;
99: END;{sort}

FUNCTION probks(a1am: Double): Double;
LABEL 1;
VAR a2,fac,sum,term,termbf: Double;

j: integer;
BEGIN

If alam>4 Then
BEGIN

probks:=O;
goto 1;

END;
a2 :- -2.0*alam*alam;
fac :- 2.0;
sum :- 0.0;
termbf := 0.0;
FOR j :- 1 TO 100 DO
BEGIN

term :- fac*exp(a2*sqr(j»;
sum :- sum+term;
IF (abs(term) < (O.OOl*termbf» THEN
BEGIN

probks := sum;
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GOTO 1;
END
ELSE BEGIN

fae := -fac;
termbf := abs(term);

END;
END;
probks := 1.0;

1: END;{probks}

{The elements of Vare distributed aeeording to Fune1}
FUNCTION FUNC1(x:Double):Double;
VAR i: Integer;

Ans: Double;
BEGIN

Ans: =1;
For i:=l To t Do Ans:=Ans*xj
Fune1:II:Ans;

END; {fune1}

{The K-S statistie elements d are distributed
aeeording to Fune2 for large n}

FUNCTION FUNC2(x:Double):Double;
BEGIN

Fune2:=1-exp(-2*alpha*sqr(x-offs));
END j{fune2}

PROCEDURE ksone(VAR data: glarraYj n: integer;
VAR d,prob: Double)j

VAR j: integerj
fO,fn,ff,en,dt: Double;

BEGIN
en := nj
d := O.Oj
fo := 0.0;
FOR j := 1 to n DO BEGIN

fn := j/enj
Case fselect Of

1: ff := func1(data[j]);
2: ff := func2(data[j]);

End; {Case}
IF (abs(fo-ff) > abs(fn-ff)) THEN BEGIN

dt :- abs(fo-ff)
END ELSE BEGIN

dt :11: abs(fn-ff)
END;
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IF (dt > d) THEN d := dt;
fo := fn

END;
prob := probks(sqrt(en)*d);

END;{ksone}

{Select Func1}

{RandTP}
{RanO}
{Ran1}

{Select Func2}

PROCEDURE STARTTEST;
BEGIN

GotoXY(l.l); ClrEol;
Write('Kolmogorov-smirnov test in progress!');
For t:-l To Maxt Do
BEGIN

GotoXY(l,t+1); Write('t='.t);
{Calculations are performed on different parts of a

random number sequence}
Randseed:=O; Q[1].1dum: s -1;
fselect: =1;
For Rel:=l To MaxRel Do
BEGIN

GotoXY(5,t+1); Write(Rel:4);
For j:=l To N Do
BEGIN

V[j] :=0;
For i:=l To t Do
BEGIN

Case Choice Of
1: U := Random;
2: U := RanO(l.Q[l] .1dum);
3: U := Ranl(l.Q[l] .1dum);

End{Case};
1f U>V[j] Then V[j] :=U;

END;
END;
sort(n.V); Ksone(V,N.D.Prob);
ResO[Rel] :=0;
GotoXY(10.t+l);
Write(' 0=' .0:6:3.' Prob·'.(Prob*100):3:0.'Y.');

END;
fselect:=2;
Sort(n.ResD);
{Calculate parameters of Func2}
QQ :- sqrt(ln(1-0.01)!ln(1-0.99»;
Offs := (QQ*ResD[Round(O.99*N)]-

ResO[Round(O.Ol*N)])!(QQ-l);
Alpha := ln(1-0.01)!(-2*sqr(ResD[Round(O.Ol*N)]-offs»;
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Ksone(ResD.N.D.Prob);
GotoXY(30.t+l);
Write(' D=' .0:6:3 1 ' Prob='.(Prob*100):3:0.'~');

END;
END; {Starttest}

BEGIN {Main routine}

{Perform the max-of-t-test for ttRandTP'J.
t f RanO' J and t f Ran1' J}

For choice:=1 To 3 Do
BEGIN

ClrScr;
STARTTEST;

END;
END.{Main}
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Appendix G. Turbo Pascal Unit "STOCHAST"

The Turbo Pascal unit "Stochast" defines three random number generators. "RanD" is
the routine according to the Bays and Durham algorithm. "RanI" is a routine which
supplies a random number sequence independent of the computer. The "RanD" and
"Ran!" random numbers are both uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. "Gasdev"
is a routine which contructs a Gaussian distribution between -00 and +00 {rom the
uniform distribution supplied by "RanD" or "RanI". A random number is obtained
by

1. RanO: "RanD(no,Q[noJ.idum)", where no is the index of the random sequence.

2. Ranl: "Ranl(no,Q[noJ.idum)", where no is the index of the random sequence.

3. Gasdev: "Gasdev(no,Q[noJ.idum)", where no is the index of the random se
quence.

Q[no].idum denotes the seed of the number generator which can be set to any negative
number.

{.*•••••••••*••••**.************.*********.*.***.**********.*****
• UNIT STOCHAST *
• •
• RanO Routine according to Bays and Durham *
* (uniform 0-1) *
* Ran! Machine independent sequence *
* (uniform 0-1) *
* Gasdev Gaussian distribution by means of Ran1 *
• (zero mean en unit variance) *
* *
• See: NUMERICAL RECIPES •
• W.H.Press/ B.P.Flannery/ S.A.Teukolsky/ W.T.Vetterling .•
• Cambridge University Press 1986, Cambridge. *
• ehapter 7. Random Numbers (p.191) *
.*••**••••*.*•••*.**••******.*••******.***••••*.**.**.*.**.*****}

UNIT Stochast;

INTERFACE

eONST NumberOfRan • 2; {Number of independent random
number sequences}

ml
ial
icl
rml
m2

• 259200;
= 7141;
• 54773;
= 3.8580246914e-6;
= 134456;
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ia2
ic2
rm2
m3
ia3
ic3

TYPE QRan

== 8121;
= 28411;
c 7.4373772833e-6; {11m2}
... 243000;
== 4561;
== 51349;

== RECORD
Idum Integer;
GIix1.
Glix2.
GIix3 LongInt;
Gly Real;
GIr ARRAY[1 .. 97] Of ReaI;
gliset Integer;
glgset reaI;

END; {Record}

VAR Q ARRAY[1 ..NumberOfRan] Of QRan;
i Integer;

FUNCTION RanO (no: Integer; VAR idum: Integer): ReaI;

FUNCTION Ran1 (no: integer; VAR idum: integer): Real;

FUNCTION gasdev(no: Integer; VAR idum: integer): reaI;

IHPLEMENTATION

FUNCTION ranO;
VAR dum reaI;

j : integer;
BEGIN

IF (idum < 0) THEN BEGIN
idum :== 1;
FOR j := 1 to 97 DO dum := random;
FOR j := 1 to 97 DO Q[no] .glr[j] :== random;
Q[no].gly := random

END;
j := 1+trunc(97.0*Q[no] .gly);
IF «j > 97) OR (j < 1)) THEN BEGIN

vriteIn('pause in routine RANO'); readIn END;
Q[no].gly := Q[no] .glr[j];
ranO := Q[no].gly;
Q[no].glr[j] :c random

END;
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FUNcnON Rani;
VAR j: integer;
BEGIN

IF (idum < 0) THEN BEGIN
Q[no].glixi :c (icl-idum) HOD mi;
Q[no].glixl :- (iai*Q[no].glixl+icl) HOD mi;
Q[no].glix2 :c Q[no].glixl HaD m2;
Q[no].glixl :- (iai*Q[no].glixi+icl) HaD mi;
Q[no].glix3 := Q[no].glixi HaD m3;
FaR j := 1 to 97 DO BEGIN

Q[no].glix1 :- (iai*Q[no].glixi+ic1) HOD mi;
Q[no].glix2 := (ia2*Q[no] .glix2+ic2) HaD m2;
Q[no].glr[j] :~ (Q[no] .glix1+Q[no] .glix2*rm2)*rml;

END;
idum := 1;

END;
Q[no].glix1 := (ial*Q[no] .glix1+icl) HaD mi;
Q[no].glix2 := (ia2*Q[no] .glix2+ic2) HaD m2;
Q[no].glix3 := (ia3*Q[no] .glix3+ic3) HaD m3;
j :c 1 + (97*Q[no] .glix3) DIV m3;
IF «j > 97) OR (j < 1» THEN
BEGIN

vriteln('pause in routine Ran'); readIn;
END;
ran1 := Q[no] .glr[j];
Q[no].glr[j] := (Q[no].glixl+Q[no] .glix2*rm2)*rmi;

END; {Ran}

FUNCTIaN gasdev;
VAR fac,r,vl,v2: real;
BEGIN

IF (Q[no] .gliset = 0) THEN BEGIN
REPEAT

v1 := 2.0*Rao1(no,Q[no].idum)-1.0;
v2 := 2.0*Ranl(no,Q[no].idum)-1.0;
r := sqr(vl)+sqr(v2);

UNTIL (r < 1. 0) ;
fac := sqrt(-2.0*ln(r)/r);
Q[no].glgset := vl*fac;
gasdev :- v2*fac;
Q[no).gliset := 1;

END EL5E BEGIN
gasdev := Q[no].glgset;
Q[no].gliset := 0;

END;
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END;

BEGIN{Main}
{Initialization of the random number generator}
For i:=1 To NumberOfRan Do
BEGIN

Q[i] .Idum := -i;
Q[i].gliset := 0;

END;
END. {Main}
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